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De Rham theory of exploded manifolds

BRETT PARKER

This paper extends de Rham theory of smooth manifolds to exploded manifolds.
Included are versions of Stokes’ theorem, de Rham cohomology, Poincaré duality,
and integration along the fiber. The resulting de Rham cohomology theory of exploded
manifolds is used in a separate paper (arXiv:1102.0158) to define Gromov–Witten
invariants of exploded manifolds.
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1 Introduction

The goal of this paper is to describe a version of de Rham cohomology for exploded
manifolds which extends de Rham cohomology for smooth manifolds. At first glance the
most natural extension of de Rham cohomology would be to take the complex of smooth
or C1;1 differential forms on an exploded manifold with the usual differential d .
Unfortunately, this naive extension does not have good properties — for example, in
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2 Brett Parker

a smooth connected family of exploded manifolds, the cohomology defined this way
might change. Moreover, the tools of integration and Poincaré duality are not available
for this naive extension.

Instead, we shall use a subcomplex ��.B/ of C1;1 differential forms on B , defined
below in Definition 1.2. In the case that B is a smooth manifold, ��.B/ is the usual
complex of smooth differential forms. We shall show in Section 11 that the cohomology
H�.B/ does not change in connected families of exploded manifolds. (This fact is
nontrivial to prove because families of exploded manifolds are not always locally
trivial.) As suggested by the names of the sections of this paper, many of the standard
tools of de Rham cohomology still apply for ��.B/.

From now on, some knowledge of the definitions and notation from my paper [3] shall
be necessary to understand this paper. Recall that coordinates on Rn�T m

P are given by

xj W R
n
�T

m
P !R for 1� j � n and Qzi W T

m
P !C�tR for 1� i �m:

Smooth or C1;1 differential one-forms on Rn �T m
P are given by smooth or C1;1

functions times dxj and the real and imaginary parts of Qz�1
i d Qzi . These differential

forms are not ideal for de Rham cohomology, as even compactly supported forms may
not have finite integral.

Example 1.1 (a compactly supported form with infinite integral) T 1
1 WD T 1

Œ0;1/m

has a single coordinate
QzW T 1

1 !C�tŒ0;1/:

Consider the two-form ˛ given by the wedge product of the real and imaginary parts
of Qz�1d Qz . Over any tropical point ta 2 T 1

1 in the tropical part of T 1
1 , there is a C�

worth of points corresponding to a choice of coefficient c of Qz D cta . On the C� worth
of points over each tropical point of T 1

1 , the two-form ˛ is a nonzero C�–invariant
volume form, so by any straightforward definition of integration, ˛ should have infinite
integral. Similarly, if ˛ is multiplied by any continuous function f W T 1

1 !R which
is nonzero when dQze D 0, the integral of f ˛ is again infinite. This is because f ˛
restricted to the C� worth of points over any point in .0;1/� T 1

1 is a nonzero
C�–invariant volume form, and hence has infinite integral.

Recall that

dctae D

�
0 if a> 0;

c if aD 0
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De Rham theory of exploded manifolds 3

and that the topology on T 1
1 is a non-Hausdorff topology in which every open subset

is the pullback of some open subset in C under the map dQzeW T 1
1 !C . It follows that

f ˛ may be compactly supported and still have infinite integral.

There are several possible fixes to this problem — we shall consider forms which do
not contain the real part of Qz�1

i d Qzi where it is an obstacle to integration. In particular,
we shall require that our differential forms vanish on integral vectors, which are the
vectors v such that vf is an integer times f for all exploded functions f . (For
example, the integral vectors on T 1

1 are integers times the real part of 2 Qz.@=@ Qz/

wherever dQze D 0.)

For Stokes’ theorem to work out correctly, we shall also require the following condition:
given any map f W T 1

.0;1/!B , we shall assume that our differential forms vanish on
all of the vectors in the image of Tf .

As an example to see that some restriction is necessary for Stokes’ theorem to hold,
consider a compactly supported form � on T 1

1 given by the imaginary part of Qz�1d Qz

multiplied by a smooth, compactly supported function f which is 1 when dQze D 0.
Then the integral of d� over T 1

1 is 2� rather than 0.

Definition 1.2 Let �k.B/ be the vector space of C1;1 differential k–forms � on B

such that

(i) for all integral vectors v , the differential form � vanishes on v , and

(ii) for all maps f W T 1
.0;1/!B , the differential form � vanishes on all vectors in

the image of Tf W TT 1
.0;1/! TB .

Denote by �k
c .B/��

k.B/ the subspace of forms with complete support. (Say that a
form has complete support if the set where it is nonzero is contained inside a complete
subset of B — in other words, a compact subset with tropical part consisting only of
complete polytopes.)

Clearly, the usual wedge product, exterior differential, and interior product with a
C1;1 vector field are all defined and obey the usual properties on ��.B/. Moreover,
given any C1;1 map gW B !C , the pullback g� of differential forms sends forms
in ��.C / to forms in ��.B/. This is because Tg always sends integral vectors to
integral vectors, and sends any vector in the image of Tf W TT 1

.0;1/! TB to a vector
in the image of T .g ıf /.

Definition 1.3 Denote the homology of .��.B/; d/ by H�.B/, and the homology
of .��c .B/; d/ by H�c .B/.
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4 Brett Parker

We shall show in Section 5 that given an assumption about the topology of B akin to
the existence of a finite good cover, H�c .B/ is dual to H�.B/.

Acknowledgements This paper was written during the author’s stay at the Mathemat-
ical Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley.

2 Mayer–Vietoris sequence

Below we shall prove that the usual Mayer–Vietoris sequence holds. This requires
partitions of unity, which are constructed in Section 10.

Lemma 2.1 (Mayer–Vietoris sequence) Given open subsets U and V of an exploded
manifold B , the Mayer–Vietoris sequences

0!��.U [V /
� 7!�˚�
������!��.U /˚��.V /

�1˚�2 7!�1��2
���������!��.U \V /! 0;

0!��c .U \V /
� 7!�˚��
������!��c .U /˚�

�
c .V /

�1˚�2 7!�1C�2
���������!��c .U [V /! 0

are exact sequence of chain complexes.

Proof The proof is identical to the proof in the case of smooth manifolds given in [1].
We shall discuss the first exact sequence first.

As usual in the Mayer–Vietoris sequence, the first map is the direct sum of the restriction
of forms from U [V to U and V , which is an injective chain map. Then the second
map is the restriction of forms on U to U \V minus the restriction of forms from V

to U \V . This is a chain map, and its kernel is the forms which agree on U \V , which
obviously agrees with the image of the first map. It remains to verify that this second
map is surjective. Choose a partition of unity for U [ V subordinate to U and V ,
so we have smooth functions �U and �V on U [V which sum to 1 and which are
supported inside U and V respectively. Then any form � 2��.U \V / is in the image
of �V � ˚ .��U �/ 2�

�.U /˚��.V /.

Now for the second exact sequence. The first map is given by inclusion of completely
supported forms in U \V to completely supported forms in U and V . This is clearly
an injective chain map. The second map is given by inclusion of completely supported
forms in U to U [V plus the inclusion of completely supported forms in V to U [V .
Again, it is clear that this is a chain map. The kernel consists of forms which cancel
each other on U \ V , and which are also supported in U \ V . This agrees with
the image of the first map. To see that the second map is surjective, suppose that
� 2��.U [V /. Then � is the image of �U � ˚ �V � 2�

�.U /˚��.V /.
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De Rham theory of exploded manifolds 5

3 Integration and Stokes’ theorem

We shall show below that if B is oriented and n–dimensional, then the integral of
compactly supported forms in ��.B/ is well defined.

Example 3.1 (�2.T 1
1 /) On T 1

1 , the integral vectors are integer multiples of twice
the real part of Qz.@=@ Qz/ at points where dQze D 0. Any two-form in �2.T 1

1 / must
therefore vanish wherever dQze D 0. What remains is the subset of T 1

1 where Qz 2C� .
Let dQze D erCi� and denote the imaginary part of Qz�1d Qz by d� and denote the real
part by dr . If ˛ 2�2.T 1

1 /, then

˛ D f .r; �/ dr ^ d�;

where f is a smooth function of r and � , and for any ı < 1, the size of f or any of
its derivatives is bounded by eır as r !�1. The form ˛ is compactly supported
on T 1

1 if and only if f vanishes when r is sufficiently large. (Of course, ˛ need not
be compactly supported in C� � T 1

1 to be compactly supported in T 1
1 .) The integral

of ˛ is finite if ˛ is compactly supported in T 1
1 and given byZ

T 1
1

˛ D

Z 1
�1

Z 2�

0

f .r; �/ dr d�:

Any top-dimensional form in ��.B/ will vanish on all strata apart from those strata
of B which are smooth manifolds (and therefore have no nonzero integral vectors). We
can therefore define the integral of a top-dimensional form � on an oriented exploded
manifold B to be the sum of the integrals of � over these smooth strata. This integral
is well defined if the integral over each smooth stratum is well defined and the resulting
sum of integrals is well defined.

Definition 3.2 If ˛ is a top-dimensional form on an oriented exploded manifold B ,
define the integral of ˛ to be the sum of the integral of ˛ over all strata of B which
are smooth manifolds: Z

B

˛ D
X

dBieDpoint

Z
Bi

˛:

Lemma 3.3 If a top-dimensional form ˛ 2��.B/ is compactly supported, then the
integral of ˛ is finite.

Proof By using a partition of unity, we may assume that ˛ is compactly supported
within a single coordinate chart Rn�T m

P . The smooth manifold strata of this coordinate
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6 Brett Parker

chart are the strata over the (zero-dimensional) corners of the polytope P . As P has
only finitely many such corners, we need only verify the finiteness of our integral over
one stratum of our coordinate chart.

We must deal with the possibility that our corner of P may not be standard. Pulling
back ˛ to a refinement of Rn �T m

P will not change the integral. We may subdivide
our corner of P so that the corresponding corner of each new cell has exactly m edges.
Therefore, by taking a refinement and again using a partition of unity, we may assume
that a neighborhood of the corner of P at our stratum is isomorphic to a neighborhood
of 0 in the image of some integral-affine map applied to the standard quadrant Œ0;1/m .
It follows that our stratum is contained in the image of a proper map from Rn�T m

Œ0;�/m

to our coordinate chart, and that this map restricted to our stratum is a covering map of
some positive degree.

Thus proving our lemma for a compactly supported form ˛ 2�nC2m.Rn �T m
Œ0;�/m/

is sufficient. Use coordinates dQzke D erkCi�k on our stratum. Then

˛ D f .x; r; �/
Y

dxj

Y
drk ^ d�k ;

where f is smooth and bounded by some constant times e
1
2

P
k rk . Furthermore,

jxj and r are bounded above on the support of f . The integral of ˛ on our stratum is
therefore finite and well defined.

Define an exploded manifold with boundary to be an abstract exploded space M locally
isomorphic to .�1; 0��Rn �T m

P . As usual, if M is oriented, the boundary @M is
oriented in a way consistent with giving the boundary of .�1; 0��Rn�T m

P the usual
orientation on Rn �T m

P , so a positively oriented top-dimensional form on @M is ob-
tained by inserting an outward pointing normal vector into a top-dimensional positively
oriented form on M . We can now state Stokes’ theorem for exploded manifolds:

Theorem 3.4 (Stokes’ theorem) If M is an oriented exploded manifold with bound-
ary and � 2��c .M /, then Z

M

d� D

Z
@M

�:

Proof We shall use Stokes’ theorem for smooth manifolds. Because of the linearity
of the equation we must prove, we may use a partition of unity to reduce to the case
when M is covered by a single coordinate chart. Consider the integral of d� over a
single stratum M 0 of our coordinate chart. We must deal with the following problem:
even though d� is compactly supported on M , it may not have compact support on M 0 .

Geometry & Topology, Volume 22 (2018)



De Rham theory of exploded manifolds 7

The tropical part of M 0 is a zero-dimensional corner of the polytope M . Iden-
tify M with a polytope P � Œ0;1/m so that M 0 is 0. Using the corresponding
map M ! T m

Œ0;1/m we may consider the coordinates Qzi from T m
Œ0;1/m as coordinates

on M . Consider the hypersurface N� �M 0 where j Qz1 � � � Qzmj D � , oriented as the
boundary of the region M 0

� where j Qz1 � � � Qzmj � � . Our form � is compactly supported
when restricted to M 0

� , so we can use Stokes’ theorem for manifolds:Z
M 0

d� D lim
�!0

Z
M 0�

d� D

Z
@M 0

� C lim
�!0

Z
N�

�:

We must consider the integral
R

N�
� as �! 0. More radically, consider setting �D 1tx

for x> 0 small enough that the hypersurface x1C� � �CxmD x intersects each stratum
of P attached to 0. In this case N1tx WD fj Qz1 � � � Qzmj D 1txg �M may be regarded
as an infinite union of hypersurfaces, one over each point in P where

P
i xi D x . We

shall argue below that, of these hypersurfaces, only the hypersurfaces Ne over the edges
e of P shall contribute to

R
N�
� as �! 0. (With the tool of integration over the fiber

(Theorem 6.1) it becomes clear that
R

N�
� depends continuously on � where � 2R�tR

and R�tR is given the topology induced from some refinement of T 1
Œ0;1/m . This is be-

cause we can first integrate � along the fiber of the map Qz1 � � � QznW M !T 1
Œ0;1/m , then

observe that the integral around a circle j Qzj D � of a form on a refinement of T 1
Œ0;1/m

depends continuously on � where � 2R�tR and R�tR is given the topology from our
refinement of T 1

Œ0;1/m . In what follows, we give a more basic argument of this fact.)

Because � is compactly supported, it vanishes when any smooth monomial is large
enough. Because � vanishes on integral vectors and is one less than top-dimensional,
� vanishes on all strata of M with tropical dimension at least 2. Therefore, � is
bounded by a constant times wıS for any ı < 1 where S consists of all strata of M

with dimension at least 2. (Recall from [3] that wS is a finite sum of absolute values
of smooth monomials which vanish on all the strata in S .) Note that wS is a finite sum
of exponentials (and is not constant along any straight line within N� ), so the integral
of � over the regions where wS is small will also be small. It follows that in the limit
�! 0 the integral

R
N�
� is concentrated in the directions corresponding to the edges

of M attached to our stratum, and that

lim
�!0

Z
N�

� D
X

edges e

Z
Ne

�;

where Ne is the hypersurface where j Qz1 � � � Qzmj D 1tx in the stratum corresponding
to an edge e attached to our corner. (The sum is over all these edges.) As with N� , the
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8 Brett Parker

hypersurface Ne is oriented as the boundary of the region where j Qz1 � � � Qzmj � 1tx . The
integral of d� over our coordinate chart will therefore have a contribution for each end
of each edge of M . Consider the two contributions corresponding to a edge e of M

which has two ends. These contributions will be the integral of � over two different
hypersurfaces in the stratum corresponding to e . Each of these hypersurfaces is in the
form of fj Qz˛j D cg, and is transverse to the integral vectors in this stratum. Because �
vanishes on integral vectors, and is constant in the direction of integral vectors, the
map given by projection along the direction of the integral vectors between these two
hypersurfaces preserves � , but reverses the orientation of these two hypersurfaces.
Therefore, the contributions from the two different ends of e cancel each other out. The
facts that the support of � is complete and that � vanishes on the image of any T 1

.0;1/

imply that if � does not vanish on Ne , there must be a corner of M at both ends of
the edge e . Therefore all the contributions from

R
Ne
� cancel, and we obtain thatZ

M

d� D

Z
@M

�;

as required.

4 Cohomology of a coordinate chart

In this section, we calculate H� for all standard coordinate charts and H�c for coordinate
charts Rn �T m

P for which P is complete.

Lemma 4.1 Let P �Rm be an integral-affine polytope. Suppose that the directions of
the infinite rays in P span the last k coordinate directions in Rm . Then H�.Rn�T m

P /

is equal to the free exterior algebra generated by the imaginary parts of Qz�1
i d Qzi for

i D 1; : : : ;m� k .

Proof Note that if M is a smooth manifold, H�.M / is the usual de Rham cohomology
of M . There is an obvious map of a torus Tm!Rn�T m

P which pulls back the above
forms to nontrivial homology classes in H�.Tm/, so H�.Rn �T m

P / must contain a
copy of the free exterior algebra generated by the above differential forms.

We shall prove that each class in H�.Rn �T m
P / may be represented by a differential

form which is constant in standard coordinates and contains no dxi factors. Our proof
shall follow the proof of the Poincaré lemma in [1].

Geometry & Topology, Volume 22 (2018)



De Rham theory of exploded manifolds 9

Consider the map KW ��!���1 given by

K.�/.x1;x2; : : : /D

Z x1

0

i@=@x1
�.s;x2; : : : / ds:

Then

dK.�/D .1� dx1 ^ i@=@x1
/

�Z x1

0

di@=@x1
�.s;x2; : : : / ds

�
C dx1 ^ i@=@x1

�:

So

.Kd C dK/.�/

D

�Z x1

0

�
i@=@x1

d C .1� dx1 ^ i@=@x1
/di@=@x1

�
�.s;x2; : : : / ds

�
C dx1 ^ i@=@x1

�:

Suppose that i@=@x1
� D 0. Then

.Kd C dK/.�/D

Z x1

0

L@=@x1
�.s;x2; : : : / ds D � � �.0;x2; : : : /:

Suppose that � D dx1 ^˛ where i@=@x1
˛ D 0. Then

.Kd C dK/dx1 ^˛ D

Z x1

0

0 dsC dx1 ^˛:

Therefore, in general

.Kd C dK/� D � � .1� dx1 ^ i@=@x1
/�.0;x2; : : : /:

It follows that we can represent the cohomology class of any closed form � with the
closed form .1� dx1 ^ i.@=@x1//�.0;x2; : : : / which is independent of x1 and dx1 .
Similarly, we may represent any class in H�.Rn�T m

P / by a form pulled back from T m
P

under the obvious projection map.

Now we have reduced to the case of differential forms on T m
P . The standard basis for

differential forms on T m
P is given by the exterior algebra generated by the real and

imaginary parts of Qz�1
i d Qzi , so we can consider forms in ��.T m

P / as maps from T m
P

to R22m

. (Of course, not all C1;1 maps to R22m

will correspond to forms in ��

because of the condition that forms in �� vanish on integral vectors.) We wish to
show that any cohomology class can be represented by a form which is constant in this
basis. In particular, if Pı is the interior stratum of P , then we shall show that a closed
form � represents the same cohomology class as ePı� . (Here we use notation from
the definition of C1;1 from Section 7 of [3].)
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10 Brett Parker

For each stratum of P , choose an integral vector ˛ pointing towards the interior of P :

Choose these vectors consistently so that the vectors for adjacent strata differ only
by a vector contained within one of the strata. One way to do this is to rescale and
deform P until all its vertices are on integer points within Rn and 0 is in its interior.
Then for each stratum S of P , we may choose ˛ to be the negative of some integral
point which is contained in the closure of S .

On each stratum, consider the vector field

(1) v WD

mX
iD1

˛i
@

@ri
;

where @=@ri is the real part of 2 Qzi.@=@zi/. This vector field v is not a globally defined
vector field on T m

P because it may change by an integral vector from one stratum
of T m

P to the next. We can think of v as a “vector field defined up to integral vectors”.
As differential forms � 2 ��.T m

P / always vanish on integral vectors, iv� is still a
well-defined form in ��.T m

P / even though v might jump by an integral vector field
when changing from stratum to stratum. Let ˆtv be the flow of the vector field v for
time t on each stratum. We will not be overly worried by the fact that ˆtv does not give
a globally defined map from T m

P to itself. Note that the flow of any integral vector field
preserves any C1;1 differential form, therefore the ambiguity in the definition of v
does not affect how forms are changed by the flow of v . Therefore, if � 2��.T m

P /,
then ˆ�tv� 2�

�.T m
P / for all t .

Given � 2��.T m
P / define

(2) K� WD

Z 0

�1

ˆ�tviv� dt:

Now check that K� 2 �� . Note that iv� vanishes on T m
Pı � T m

P because on this
stratum v is an integral vector field. Also note that ˆtv travels towards this central
stratum as t !�1. In particular, given any smooth monomial � on T m

P , we have
that Lvj�j is some positive number times j�j. It follows that ˆ�tvj�j restricted to any
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De Rham theory of exploded manifolds 11

compact subset of a stratum is bounded by some constant times et as t !�1. The
fact that iv� vanishes on the central stratum and is C1;1 implies that restricted to any
compact subset, there exists a constant c such that

(3) jˆ�tviv� j< ce
1
2

t ;

and similar estimates hold for any derivative of � . Therefore, on each stratum K� is
well defined and smooth. It is clear that K� vanishes on all vectors that differential
forms in �� should vanish on, so it remains to check that K� is C1;1 . At this stage,
the reader must be familiar with Section 7 of [3].

Note that eSˆ
�
tviv� Dˆ

�
tviv eS� for any stratum S . Therefore for any collection of

strata S , we have �SK�DK�S � . We must prove that w�ıS �SK� is bounded on any
compact subset for any ı < 1 (and we must prove a similar estimate for any derivative
of � ). For any 0<�<1�ı , we have that �S � is bounded by a constant times wıC�

S
on

any compact subset. The weight wS is a sum of absolute values of smooth monomials
which vanish on Pı , so ˆ�tvwS is bounded on compact subsets by a constant times et

for t < 0. It follows that ˆ�tv�S iv� is bounded by a constant times wıSe�t on compact
subsets for t < 0. Integrating this gives that w�ıS �SK� is bounded on any compact
subset. For any constant vector field X , note that LX K� DKLX � , so the bounds for
the derivatives of � follow from the same argument, and K� 2��.T m

P /.

Now consider

(4) .Kd C dK/� D

Z 0

�1

ˆ�tv.ivd C div/� dt D � � lim
t!�1

ˆ�tv� D � � ePı�:

It follows that if � 2��.T m
P / is any closed differential form, we may represent the

same cohomology class by the constant differential form ePı� . The lemma follows
as the only constant differential forms in ��.T m

P / are the forms mentioned in the
statement of the lemma.

Note that .T 1
1 /

m has the same cohomology as Cm . Using a good cover (constructed
in Lemma 10.2) we may use this to prove that the cohomology of the explosion of
any compact complex manifold relative to a normal crossing divisor is equal to the
cohomology of the original manifold.

Corollary 4.2 If M is a compact complex manifold with a normal crossing divisor,
then the smooth part map

Expl M
d�e
�!M

Geometry & Topology, Volume 22 (2018)



12 Brett Parker

induces an isomorphism on cohomology:

d � e
�
W H�.M / Š�!H�.Expl M /:

More generally, if B has a finite good cover in the sense of Lemma 10.2, and all
polytopes in the tropical part of P are quadrants Œ0;1/m , then d �e� is an isomorphism
on cohomology:

d � e
�
W H�.dBe/ Š�!H�.B/:

Proof Note that the map

d � eW Expl M !M

may be considered as a smooth map of exploded manifolds, where M is given the
structure of a smooth manifold, regarded as an exploded manifold. In this setting ��M
just corresponds to the usual smooth differential forms on the smooth manifold M ,
and we may pullback differential forms in �� and cohomology classes as usual for
exploded manifolds.

Choose a finite good cover fUig of B in the sense of Lemma 10.2, so the intersection of
any number of these Ui is either empty or isomorphic to Rn�T m

P . By assumption the
only possible polytopes P are quadrants Œ0;1/m . By Lemma 4.1, H�.Rn � .T 1

1 /
m/

is generated by the constant functions. The smooth part of Rn � .T 1
1 /

m is Rn �Cm ,
so the smooth part map d � e induces an isomorphism on cohomology:

d � e
�
W H�.Rn

�Cm/ Š�!H�.Rn
� .T 1

1 /
m/

Therefore, if B has a good cover by a single open set, our lemma holds. We may now
proceed by induction over the cardinality of a good cover using the Mayer–Vietoris
sequence from Lemma 2.1.

Suppose that our lemma holds for all exploded manifolds satisfying our tropical part
assumption with a good cover containing at most k sets. Then suppose that B

has a good cover fU;V1; : : : ;Vkg. Let V D
Sk

iD1 Vk . Then our lemma holds for
U , V and U \V . Then the smooth part map gives the following commutative diagram
involving Mayer–Vietoris sequences:

��.U [V / ��.U /˚��.V / ��.U \V /

��.dU e[ dV e/ ��.dU e/˚��.dV e/ ��.dU e\ dV e/

d�e� d�e�˚d�e� d�e�
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De Rham theory of exploded manifolds 13

Considering the induced maps on the homology long exact sequence and using the five
lemma, we conclude that

d � e
�
W H�.dU e[ dV e/!H�.U [V /

is an isomorphism. By induction, our lemma must hold for B so long as B has a
finite good cover and the tropical part of B contains only quadrants. The tropical part
of Expl M contains only quadrants, and Lemma 10.2 implies that if M is compact,
Expl M has a finite good cover, so our lemma also holds for Expl M .

It is not true in general that dBe has the same cohomology as B . For example, T 1
Œ0;1�

has the same cohomology as C� , but the smooth part of T 1
Œ0;1� is two copies of C

glued at 0.

By Stokes’ theorem, .˛; �/ 7!
R

B ˛^� gives a bilinear pairing H k
c .B/�H n�k.B/!R

where the dimension of B is n. We shall now start to prove that in many situations,
this pairing is nondegenerate, so Poincaré duality holds.

Lemma 4.3 below computes H�c .R
n �T m

P / for polytopes P which are complete and
contain no entire lines. Note that computation of H�c in the case where P is a complete
polytope which may contain entire lines follows, because there exists an obvious
projection map � W Rn �T m

P !Rn �T m0

P 0 such that P 0 is complete and contains no
lines, and such that �� is a bijection on both �� and ��c .

Lemma 4.3 If P is a complete polytope which contains no entire lines, then the
integration pairing

.˛; �/ 7!

Z
Rn�T m

P

˛^ �

identifies H�c .R
n �T m

P / with the dual of H�.Rn �T m
P /.

Proof Choose a basis f�v WD dta Qzveg for the smooth monomials on T m
P . Recall that

�v is a smooth C–valued function so j�vj is a smooth positive function. Consider the
differential form

d

� nX
iD1

1
2
jxi j

2
C

X
v

j�vj
2

�
as giving a smooth map

f W Rn
�T

m
P !RnCm

with first n components the insertion of @=@xi , and the last m components the insertion
of the real part of Qzi.@=@ Qzi/. We shall check below that this map f is proper, and
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14 Brett Parker

the image of a stratum S with k–dimensional tropical part is a cone CS in RnCm

with codimension k . (Throughout this proof, we shall use S to refer to a stratum
of Rn �T m

P , and S to refer to its tropical part which is a stratum of the polytope P .)

Figure 1: Polytope P (left) and image of f (right)

By averaging, we may represent any class in H�c by a differential form preserved by
the flow of the imaginary part of Qzi.@=@ Qzi/. Any such closed differential form breaks
up into a sum of closed differential forms, ˛^ˇ , where ˛ is closed and vanishes on the
imaginary part of Qzi.@=@ Qzi/ and ˇ is some product of the imaginary parts of Qz�1

i d Qzi .
Our goal below is to show that the cohomology class of ˛ can be represented by f �˛0 .
We shall then modify ˛ using knowledge of H�c .R

nCm/.

Let us examine the map f :

f D idRn C

X
v

j�vj
2v:

In the above, identify v 2 Zm with the corresponding vector in 0�Rm �Rn �Rm .
This formula implies that f is proper and that the image of f restricted to a stratum S

is contained inside the cone CS defined as Rn times the positive span of all v such
that �v is nonzero on our strata:

CS WDRn
� positive spanfv W �v ¤ 0 on Sg �RnCm:

Taking the derivative of f gives

Df D idRn C

X
v

2j�vj
2
jvj2�v;

where

jvj2�v D

� mX
iD1

vidri

�
v;

and dri indicates the real part of Qz�1
i d Qzi . If we regard the vector space with basis

f@=@xi ; @=@rj g as RnCm , then �v indicates orthogonal projection onto the subspace
spanned by v . Regarded this way, Df is a symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix. It
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De Rham theory of exploded manifolds 15

follows from this formula that Df restricted to any stratum S is surjective onto the
tangent space to the cone CS . Combined with the properness of f , this implies that
the image of f restricted to S is the interior of this cone CS .

Restricted to a stratum S with k–dimensional tropical part S , the formula for Df

implies that the fiber of f W S !RnCm over any point in CS �RnCm is equal to T k
S

times a .m�k/–dimensional torus and has tangent space spanned by integral vectors
and the imaginary parts of the Qzi.@=@ Qzi/. Our differential form ˛ vanishes restricted to
the tangent space to these fibers, and is closed, therefore ˛ restricted to any stratum S

must be equal to the pullback under f of some differential form, ˛0 , that is smooth
on the interior of CS . In general, it will not be true that ˛0 comes from a smooth
differential form on RnCm ; for that, we must modify ˛ .

Consider the operator K defined in (2) on page 10. As noted in (4), this operator
has the property that d.K˛/D ˛� ePı˛ . Choose some compactly supported smooth
function � on T m

P which is 1 in a neighborhood of the interior stratum Pı of T m
P ,

and modify ˛ to the form ˛ � d.�K˛/. This modified form (which we shall again
call ˛ ) is still compactly supported, but has the property that in a neighborhood of this
interior stratum, ˛ D ePı˛ is the pullback of some smooth form via the composition
of the map f with the orthogonal projection to CPı .

Suppose that for all strata S of P with dimension greater than k , there exists a
neighborhood of S on which ˛ is the pullback of a smooth form under the composition
of f with the orthogonal projection to CS . We shall now modify ˛ so that the same
holds for the strata S with dimension k . Let F indicate the smallest face of P which
contains S (in other words F is the closure of S � P ). Using the implicit function
theorem for exploded manifolds proved in [3], we may identify a neighborhood of our
stratum S with Rn � .C�/m�k �T k

F so that f composed with orthogonal projection
to CS is equal to eSf and so that these neighborhoods for different strata S of
dimension k do not intersect. Let K be the operator defined in (2) for these new
coordinates. To define K we use the flow of a vector field v from (1); the flow of the
vector field v commutes with eS , so our inductive hypothesis ensures that the form K˛

vanishes on the intersection of the open set where it is defined with a neighborhood of
the strata with higher dimensional tropical part, because on this region, iv˛D 0. Let �
be a compactly supported function on T k

F which is 1 in a neighborhood of T k
S � T k

F .
Then �K˛ is a compactly supported form, and we may modify ˛ to ˛ � d.�K˛/

without changing its cohomology class in H�c . Doing the same for all strata S of
dimension k , we get a modified ˛ which satisfies the required condition because on a
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16 Brett Parker

neighborhood of S , eS˛D˛ , and because ˛ has not been modified on a neighborhood
of all the strata of higher tropical dimension.

We may therefore modify ˛ so that each stratum S has a neighborhood such that ˛ is
the pullback of a smooth form under f composed with orthogonal projection to CS . It
follows that this modified form ˛ is f �˛0 for some smooth closed form ˛0 on RnCm .

Use d�i to indicate the imaginary part of Qz�1
i d Qzi . We now have that H�c is generated

by differential forms f �˛0 ^ˇ , where ˇ is some product of the d�i . Choose some
standard form ˛0 with integral 1 which is compactly supported in the interior of the
image of f . We shall now show that we may exchange ˛0 for .

R
˛0 /˛0 . Assume that

the span of the unbounded directions in P is the plane given by the first k coordinate
directions. Because ˛0^ˇ must vanish on all vectors in the image of any T 1

.0;1/ , if ˇ
contains d�1 � � � d�k , then ˛0 must vanish on the boundary of

S
S CS . (Because P

is complete, every point in the boundary of
S

S CS is the image of f composed with
some nontrivial map from T 1

.0;1/ , and d�1 � � � d�k never vanishes on all vectors in the
image of such a map.) As ˛0 in a neighborhood of such a boundary is the pullback
of some form via projection to the boundary, it follows that ˛0 is compactly supported
inside the interior of

S
S CS . As

S
S CS is the dual fan to P which is a closed

polytope in Œ0;1/nCm , the interior of
S

S CS is diffeomorphic to RnCm . Therefore

˛0� d D ˛0

Z
˛0

where  is compactly supported inside the interior of
S

S CS . As f � ^ˇ 2��c , the
modified form .

R
˛0 /f �˛0 ^ˇ represents the same class in H�c as ˛^ˇ .

Suppose that some unbounded stratum S of P is contained in the first coordinate
axis. If ˇ does not contain d�1 , then ˛0 is not required to vanish on CS , which is a
codimension-1 face of the image of f . (In this case, given any vector v in the image
of a nontrivial map T 1

.0;1/! S , ivf
�˛ D 0D ivˇ , so unlike the case considered in

the previous paragraph, there is no need for ˛ to vanish on CS .) In this case, we may
choose a compactly supported form  on RnCm which vanishes on the cones CS 0

on which ˛0 is required to vanish on, and for which d D ˛0 on the image of f . As
f � ^ˇ 2��c , we have that in this case ˛^ˇ represents the zero cohomology class
in H�c . Similarly, if ˇ does not contain d�1 � � � d�k , then ˇ is a sum of forms which
vanish in a similar fashion on some unbounded dimension-1 stratum; so ˛^ˇD02H�c .

In conclusion, we have shown that H�c is generated by forms

f �˛0 ^ d�1 � � � d�k ^ˇ;
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De Rham theory of exploded manifolds 17

where ˇ is some product of d�i for k < i � m. Lemma 4.1 showed that H� is
generated as an exterior algebra by d�i for k < i �m. The integration pairing on our
space of differential forms times H� is therefore nondegenerate, therefore all the above
forms represent independent classes in H�c , and the integration pairing identifies H�c
with the dual of H� as required.

5 Poincaré duality

Theorem 5.1 (Poincaré duality) If B is a complete oriented exploded manifold such
that each map T !B is constant, then the integration pairing gives an isomorphism
between H�.B/ and its dual.

More generally, if B has a finite good cover in the sense of Lemma 10.2 and each
polytope in the tropical part of B is complete and contains no entire lines, then the
integration pairing identifies H�.B/ with the dual of H�c .B/.

Proof We shall use Lemma 10.2, which states that any complete exploded manifold B

must have a finite good cover by open sets such that any intersection is isomorphic
to a standard coordinate chart Rn � T m

P . The condition that each map T ! B

is constant implies that the polytope P contains no entire lines, so we may apply
Lemma 4.3 to know that the integration pairing identifies the dual of H�.Rn �T m

P /

with H�c .R
n �T m

P /. The proof may now proceed as in the case of smooth manifolds
by induction over the size of our open cover using the Mayer–Vietoris sequences from
Lemma 2.1.

In particular, suppose that the dimension of B is n. Define the differential d 0 by
d 0D .�1/nC1�kd on �k

c . The Mayer–Vietoris sequence obviously is still exact for this
new differential, and the homology of .��c ; d

0/ is obviously the same as the homology
of .��c ; d/. This sign modification allows the following formula:Z

B

.d˛/^ˇ D

Z
B

˛^ d 0ˇ:

Let C� denote the dual chain complex to .��c ; d
0/. The above formula implies that

the integration pairing on any oriented n–dimensional manifold gives a chain map
��! C� . We shall now verify that the corresponding map

0 ��.U [V / ��.U /˚��.V / ��.U \V / 0

0 C�.U [V / C�.U /˚C�.V / C�.U \V / 0
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between Mayer–Vietoris sequences is commutative. Following ˛ 2��.U [V / across
and down, then evaluating on ˇ1˚ˇ2 2�

�
c .U /˚�

�
c .V / givesZ

U

˛^ˇ1C

Z
V

˛^ˇ2:

Following ˛ down and across, then evaluating on ˇ1˚ˇ2 givesZ
U[V

˛^ .ˇ1Cˇ2/:

Therefore the first square commutes. The commutativity of the second square amounts
to the equation Z

U\V

.˛1�˛2/^ˇ D

Z
U

˛1 ^ˇC

Z
V

˛2 ^ .�ˇ/

where ˇ is compactly supported in U \V .

Therefore, taking homology gives a commutative diagram:

H k�1.UtV / H k�1.U\V / H k.U[V / H k.UtV / H k.U\V /

H nC1�k
c .UtV /� H nC1�k

c .U\V /� H n�k
c .U[V /� H n�k

c .UtV /� H n�k
c .U\V /�

The downward arrows above are given by the integration pairing. Say that Poincaré
duality holds if this integration pairing map is an isomorphism. The five lemma implies
that if Poincaré duality holds on U , V and U \ V , then Poincaré duality holds
on U [V .

Suppose that Poincaré duality holds on all oriented exploded manifolds satisfying
our assumptions on their tropical part and having a good cover containing at most k

members. Suppose that B satisfies the tropical part assumptions and has a good
cover fU1; : : : ;UkC1g. Then Poincaré duality must hold for UkC1 ,

Sk
iD1 Ui and

UkC1\
Sk

iD1 Ui . The above argument then gives that Poincaré duality must hold
for B . By induction starting with Lemma 4.3, Poincaré duality must hold for all
oriented exploded manifolds that admit a finite good cover and which have a tropical
part containing only complete polytopes that contain no lines. Lemma 10.2 states that
complete exploded manifolds have a finite good cover, and our theorem follows.

Poincaré duality as stated in Theorem 5.1 does not imply the usual relationship between
intersections of submanifolds and wedge products of Poincaré duals. We shall explore
this relationship further when we return to Poincaré duality in Section 8.
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De Rham theory of exploded manifolds 19

6 Integration along the fiber

In this section, we define integration along the fibers f! for suitable maps f . Given a
C1;1 map f W A!B and a compactly supported differential form � on A , we may
regard � as a current (something dual to the space of differential forms), then push
forward this current to obtain a current on B . If this current on B is also represented
by a differential form, we call this differential form f!.�/. In particular, when it exists,
f!� has the property that for all differential forms ˛ on B ,Z

B

˛^f!� D

Z
A

.f �˛/^ �:

In the case of oriented smooth manifolds, f! exists if f is a submersion. In our case,
we must be careful that Tf restricted to the subspace spanned by integral vectors is
also surjective.

Theorem 6.1 Let A and B be oriented exploded manifolds, and suppose f W A!B

is a C1;1 map satisfying the following conditions:

(i) f is a submersion in the sense that

Tf W TxA! Tf .x/B

is surjective.

(ii) The map
Tf W ZTxA! ZTf .x/B

is a surjective map on integral vectors.

Then, if the fiber of f is n–dimensional, there exists a linear chain map f!W �
�
c .A/!

���n
c .B/, with the property thatZ

B

˛^f!� D

Z
A

f �˛^ �

for all ˛ 2��.B/.

If all polytopes P in the tropical part of B are complete and contain no entire lines,
then f!.�/ is uniquely determined by the above property.

Proof The discussion on fiber products in Section 9 of [3] implies that each fiber of f
is a C1;1 exploded manifold and that the top wedge of the cotangent space of the
fibers is a C1;1 vector bundle,

Vtop
T �vertA , over A . The pullback of

V
T �B is also
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a vector bundle, f �
V

T �B , over A , and may be regarded as a subbundle of
V

T �A

because f is a submersion. The tensor of these two bundles is a C1;1 vector bundle

E WD
Vtop

T �vertA˝f
�
V

T �B

over A . From � 2 ��c .A/, we can associate a C1;1 section � 0 of E as follows:
inserting a top-dimensional polyvector v tangent to the fiber of f into the right-hand
places of � gives a form � ^ v which vanishes on the kernel of Tf . Therefore � ^ v
must be a section f �

V
T �B considered as a subbundle of

V
T �A . Define � 0 as the

unique section of E such that � 0.v/D � ^ v . It is obvious that this definition of � 0

does not actually depend on the choice of top-dimensional polyvector v . As � has
complete support and vanishes on all the vectors which forms in �� must vanish on,
� 0 restricted to the fiber f �1.p/ is in �n

c .f
�1.p//˝

V
T �p B . Orient the fibers of f

so that if ˛ is a volume form on B and ˇ is a volume form on the fibers of f , then
f �˛^ˇ is a volume form on A .

We may therefore integrate � 0 along the fiber f �1.p/ to obtain a form f!�.p/ 2V
T �p B . We must now verify that f!� defined this way is in ��c .B/, and verify that

it satisfies our defining property.

As f is a submersion, any C1;1 vector field v on B lifts to a C1;1 vector field Qv
on A so that Tf . Qv/D v . Let ˆt Qv indicate the flow of the vector field Qv on A and ˆtv

indicate the flow of the vector field v on B . We have that f ıˆt Qv D ˆtv ı f and
f! ıˆ

�
t Qv
Dˆ�tv ıf! . As the map f! is linear, and ˆ�

t Qv
.�/ is differentiable in t , f!ˆ

�
t Qv
�

is also differentiable in t and

f!LQv.�/DLvf!�:

Given a vector field v on B , note that the section .iQv�/0 of our bundle E does not
depend on the choice of lift Qv . If at p , the vector field v is an integral vector field,
then our second assumption on f implies that given any point q 2 f �1.p/, we may
choose our lift Qv so that Qv is an integral vector field at q ; therefore .iQv�/0 vanishes
around q . Therefore .iQv�/0 vanishes on f �1.p/, so f!� vanishes on integral vectors.
Similarly, given any map of T 1

.0;1/ passing through p D f .q/, the fact that � has
complete support and Tf is surjective on integral vectors implies that either �.q/D 0

or this map may be covered by a map g of T 1
.0;1/ to A composed with f so that

the image of g contains q . It follows that if v is in the image of such a map, .iQv�/0

must vanish. Therefore f!� must vanish on the tangent space of the image of any map
from T 1

.0;1/ . Therefore, f!� vanishes on all vectors it should vanish on.
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As the image of any complete set is complete, f!� has complete support. Therefore,
to check that f!� 2�

�
c B , it remains to check that f!� is C1;1 . To do this, we work

locally in a single coordinate chart U 0 on A and U on B . Our assumptions on f
imply that the image of every stratum of U 0 under f is a stratum of U .

Recall, from Section 7 of [3], that if � is a monomial function on a coordinate chart
and S is a stratum, then eS� is 0 if � vanishes on the stratum S , and otherwise
eS� D � . A function g on our coordinate chart may be regarded as a function of
smooth monomials �i , and eSg.�1; : : : ; �m/D g.eS�1; : : : ; eS�m/. The reader should
also keep in mind that eSg at a point p in our coordinate chart should be regarded as
sampling g at a point q shifted from p to be in the stratum S . (To make sense of eS�

where � is a differential form, the standard basis for differential forms in a coordinate
chart is used in order to identify differential forms at different points.)

By modifying our chart U 0 using the implicit function theorem if necessary, we may
assume that the pullback of monomial functions from U are monomial functions
on U 0 . It follows that given any stratum S of U 0 and C1;1 function g on B ,
eS .f ıg/D f ı ef .S/g . Note that f!� depends only on position in dU e; if p and p0

have the same image in dU e, then the integrals used to compute f!� are the same on
the fiber over p and p0 . It follows that eSf!� makes sense.

Given any set S of strata of U , let S 0 WD f �1.S/ be the set of strata of U 0 sent to S
by f . Consider the case of a single stratum S of U . Recall that eSf!� at a point p

is equal to eSf!� at a point q obtained from p by shifting p into the stratum S . The
fiber of f over q intersects all the strata T in S 0 WD f �1.S/. For any stratum T

whose intersection with f �1.q/ is a manifold, eT �
0 restricted to f �1.p/ may be

regarded as the pullback of � 0 under a diffeomorphism of f �1.p/ with T \f �1.q/.
Accordingly,

eSf!� D
X

T2S 0

f!.eT �/:

If T1 and T2 are distinct strata in S 0 , then eT1
eT2
� 0 D 0 because it samples � 0 on a

stratum on which there are integral vectors in the vertical tangent bundle. Therefore

�Sf!� WD .1� eS /f!� D f!

� Y
T2S 0

.1� eT /�

�
WD f!.�S 0�/:

It follows that for any set S of strata of U ,

�Sf!� D f!.�S0�/:
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Recall [3] that the definition of a C1;1 function g involves controlling w�ıS �SDng

for all 0 < ı < 1, sets of strata S and number of derivatives n � 0. We need to be
able to compare the weighing function wS on U with the corresponding weighting
function wS0 on U 0 . Recall that wS is defined as a sum of absolute values of monomial
functions � that vanish on all strata in S . Each monomial function � is the smooth
part of some exploded function in the form tx Qz˛ ; the monomial function � vanishing
on S is equivalent to the integral-affine function xC˛ on U being nonnegative on U ,
and strictly positive on S .

We may restrict to the case that the closure of the support of � intersects the interior
stratum of U 0 . As � has complete support, this implies that every nonnegative integral-
affine function ˛ on U 0 achieves its minimum on every fiber of U 0! U . Choose a
point y 2 U 0 so that ˛ achieves its fiberwise minimum at y , and y projects to the
interior of U . Let F be the smallest face of U 0 containing y . Then ˛ is fiberwise
constant on F and achieves its fiberwise minimum on F . The assumption that Tf

is surjective on integer vectors implies that ˛ restricted to F is equal to the pullback
of some nonnegative integral-affine function from U . It follows that any nonnegative
integral-affine function on U 0 which is positive on all strata in S 0 is equal to the pullback
of some integral-affine function which is positive on S , plus some nonnegative integral-
affine function. It follows that every smooth monomial which vanishes on all strata
in S 0 is divisible by the pullback of a smooth monomial vanishing on all strata in S .
Therefore, we may choose wS0 D f

�wS . It follows that

w�ıS �Sf!� D f!.w
�ı
S0 �S0�/:

As we already have that Lvf!� D f!LQv� , it follows that f!� is C1;1 if � 2��c . So
f!� 2�

�
c .B/ if � 2��c .A/.

We have defined our map f! in the same way as the integration over fibers map
for smooth manifolds with the sign convention

R
˛ ^ f!� D

R
f �˛ ^ � . (See for

example [1].) As our integrals are just defined as a finite sum of integrals over smooth
manifolds and this formula holds for smooth manifolds, it also holds for us:Z

A

f �˛^ � D

Z
B

˛^f!�:

The above formula uniquely characterizes f! in the case that A and B are smooth
manifolds. A quick calculation using Stokes’ theorem gives thatZ

A

f �˛^ d� D

Z
B

˛^ df!�:
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Therefore, in the case of smooth manifolds f! is a chain map. As our f! is simply
obtained by a sum of f! for smooth manifold components, our f! is also a chain map.

Remark 6.2 The map f!W �
�
c A!��c B only depends on the relative orientation of A

and B ; if the opposite orientations of A and B are used, then f! remains unchanged.
We can define f! in the case that we have a choice of relative orientation for f so
that f! locally coincides with the map from Theorem 6.1 when we locally choose an
orientation of B . See also Remark 9.4

7 Fiber products and integration along the fiber

In Lemma 7.3, we shall show that f! transforms well under fiber products. In order
to do this, we need to specify the orientation convention we shall use for fiber products.
Fiber products of exploded manifolds are defined in [3]. It is also shown in [3] that
if f and g are transverse, then the derivatives of the maps in the commutative diagram

A f�g B B

A C

f 0

g0 g

f

give a short exact sequence

0! T.p1;p2/.A f�g B/
.Tg0;Tf 0/
�����!Tp1

A�Tp2
B

Tf�Tg
�����!Tf .p1/C ! 0:

In other words, we have the same relationship between tangent spaces as in the case
of manifolds, so we may orient fiber products of exploded manifolds as we orient
fiber products of manifolds. In particular, the above exact sequence and commutative
diagram imply that:

� Tf 0 gives an isomorphism between ker Tg0 and ker Tg .

� Tf gives an isomorphism between coker Tg0 and coker Tg .

� Tg0 gives an isomorphism between ker Tf 0 and ker Tf .

� Tg gives an isomorphism between coker Tf 0 and coker Tf .

� ker T .g ıf 0/D ker Tf 0˚ ker Tg0 Š ker Tf ˚ ker Tg:

� coker T .g ıf 0/Š coker Tf ˚ coker Tg .

Use the convention that if V and W are oriented vector spaces such that �V and �W

are positive forms, their direct sum V ˚W is oriented so that �V ^ �W is positive.
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With this convention, a choice of orientation of any two of V , W and V ˚W implies
an orientation on the third.

An orientation of V relative to W is an choice of orientation of V ˚W ; this should
be regarded as giving an orientation of V for any choice of orientation of W . For
example, a choice of isomorphism �W V !W gives a natural orientation of V relative
to W so that � is oriented.

Given a map AW X ! Y , between oriented vector spaces, there are several possible
conventions for orienting ker A relative to coker A. The following definition gives
notation for describing some of these conventions.

Definition 7.1 Given a map of oriented vector spaces AW X ! Y we shall use the
following shorthand for an orientation convention for ker A relative coker A. By saying
the identification

coker A˚X D ker A˚Y

is an oriented isomorphism, we mean that given any metric on X and Y , the natural
map

A0W coker A˚X ! ker A˚Y

is an oriented isomorphism. This map A0 is defined to restrict to coker A to be the
identification of coker A with the orthogonal complement of A.X /� Y , and restrict
to X to be the orthogonal projection onto ker A and the map A.

Of course, the relative orientation of ker A and coker A given by the isomorphism A0

does not depend on the choice of metrics on X and Y .

Taking the above direct sums in different orders gives different orientation conventions.

We shall find the following way of arranging kernels and cokernels convenient:

coker Tf ˚T .A f�g B/˚ coker Tg D ker Tf ˚TC ˚ ker Tg:

Definition 7.2 (orientation convention for fiber products) Let A , B and C be
oriented exploded manifolds, and let f W A!C and gW B !C be transverse maps.
Orient ker Tf relative to coker Tf so that the identification

coker Tf ˚TA D ker Tf ˚TC

is an oriented isomorphism. On the other hand, orient ker Tg relative to coker Tg so
that the following identification gives an oriented isomorphism:

TB ˚ coker Tg D TC ˚ ker Tg:
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Then orient TA f�g B so that the following identification is an oriented isomorphism:

coker Tf ˚T .A f�g B/˚ coker Tg D ker Tf ˚T C ˚ ker Tg:

The reader unfamiliar with this orientation convention should verify these observations:

(i) The above convention agrees with the usual convention for orienting products; (so
given positive top-dimensional forms �i on Ai , we have that �1^�2 is a positive form
on A1 �A2 ).

(ii) Given two transverse submanifolds A and B of a manifold M , with normal
bundles NA and NB oriented by the convention

TA˚NA D TM and TB˚NB D TM;

their intersection A\B considered as a fiber product is oriented so that

T .A\B/˚NB˚NA D TM:

Be warned that some authors may consider this the usual convention for orienting
B \A! See also Example 8.2.

(iii) The orientation of B g�f A differs from the orientation of A f�g B by

.�1/.dim A�dim C /.dim B�dim C /:

To see this, note that swapping the order of the direct sums of coker Tf and TA and
ker Tf and TC gives

dim A dim.coker Tf /C dim C dim.ker Tf /

sign changes. Similarly, changing the orientation convention for the kernel relative to
the cokernel of Tg gives

dim B dim.coker Tg/C dim C dim.ker Tg/

sign changes. Then rearranging coker Tf ˚TA f�g B ˚ coker Tg gives

.dim AC dim B � dim C /.dim.coker Tf /C dim.coker Tg//

C dim.coker Tf / dim.coker Tg/

sign changes and rearranging ker Tf ˚T C ˚ ker Tg gives

dim C.dim.ker Tf /C dim.ker Tg//C dim.ker Tf / dim.ker Tg/

further sign changes. Summing these sign changes and simplifying gives the required
expression.
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(iv) The above convention for orienting the tangent space at a point of A f�g B

does give a well-defined orientation on A f�g B . (You must check that deforming
Tf and Tg continuously doesn’t lead to any discontinuous change in orientation
convention.)

(v) If the normal bundle of A f�g B �A�B is identified with the pullback of T C

using Tf �Tg , then the identification

T .A f�g B/˚T C D T .A�B/

changes orientation by the sign

.�1/dim B dim C :

Of course, if we used Tg�Tf to identify our normal bundle with the pullback of T C ,
then the sign would be .�1/dim C.dim CCdim B/ , which agrees with the convention found
on page 114 of [6].

(vi) The above convention makes the fiber product associative in the sense that where
defined,

A f�gık0 .B h�k C /D .A f�g B/ hıf 0�k C D .A f�g B/ f 0�k0 .B h�k C /:

The proof of associativity is not entirely trivial — a sketch is below. It helps to consider
the following commutative diagram:

.A f�g B/ f 0�k0 .B h�k C / B h�k C C

A f�g B B M2

A M1

f 00

k00

h0

k0 k

f 0

g

h

g

f

Note Tf , Tf 0 and Tf 00 have the same kernel and cokernel. Our orientation convention
is equivalent to requiring that the relative orientations of these kernels and cokernels
are the same, and that the orientation of A f�g B is such that the identifications

coker Tf 0˚TA f�g B D ker Tf 0˚TB and coker Tf ˚TA D ker Tf ˚T M1

are oriented isomorphisms.

It follows that

A f�gık0 .B h�k C /D .A f�g B/ f 0�k0 .B h�k C /:
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Similarly, our orientation convention can be described only considering the downward
pointing maps. All is as above, except that the kernels and cokernels now go on the
right in the above identifications. It follows that

.A f�g B/ hıf 0�k C D .A f�g B/ f 0�k0 .B h�k C /:

Lemma 7.3 Suppose that A , B and C are oriented exploded manifolds,

f W A!C

is a C1;1 map, and

gW B !C

satisfies the conditions enumerated in Theorem 6.1 for g! to exist.

Consider the following commutative diagram involving the fiber product of f and g :

A f�g B A

B C

g0

f 0 f

g

Then g0
!

also exists, and the following diagram is commutative:

��c .A f�g B/ ��c .A/

.f 0�/�1��c .A f�g B/���c .B/ ��c .C /

g0
!

g!

f 0� f �

Proof As noted in the proof of Lemma 10.4 in [3], if g is a submersion and Tg

is also surjective on integral vectors, g0 is a submersion which is also surjective on
integral vectors. Therefore g0 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.1 and g0

!
exists.

It remains to verify that f � ıg! D g0
!
ı f 0� when restricted to forms � 2��c .B/ such

that f 0�� has complete support in ��.A f�g B/. Note that f 0 gives an isomorphism
between the fibers of g0 and the fibers of g . When we consider f 0�� as a top
form .f 0��/0 on the fibers with values in g0�

V
T �A , this form can be obtained from

the corresponding form � 0 by applying f 0�˝ .g0� ıf �/. So

.f 0��/0 D .f 0�˝ .g0� ıf �//.� 0/ 2�
top
c .g0�1.p//˝g0�

V
T �p A:
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As we obtain g0
!
f 0�� by integrating .g0��/0 along the fibers of g0 , if the fibers of g0

are oriented the same as the fibers of g ,

f � ıg!.�/D g0! ıf
0�.�/:

Recall that to define integration along fibers, we orient so that

T C ˚ ker Tg D TB

and

TA˚ ker Tg0 D T .A f�g B/:

On the other hand, to orient A f�g B , we make the oriented identifications

coker Tf ˚TA D ker Tf ˚T C ;

TB D T C ˚ ker Tg;

coker Tf ˚T .A f�g B/D ker Tf ˚T C ˚ ker Tg:

Inserting the first of the above three equations into the last equation then gives that

T .A f�g B/D TA˚ ker Tg

is an oriented isomorphism. Therefore, with our orientation convention, the fibers of g

and g0 have the same orientation. It follows that

f � ıg!.�/D g0! ıf
0�.�/;

as required.

8 Poincaré duality and fiber products

In this section, we consider the relationship between Poincaré duality and fiber products.
In particular, the relationship between Poincaré duality and both refinements and
intersection products.

Suppose that B 0 ! B is a refinement map (defined in Section 10 of [3]). The
corresponding inclusion H�.B/!H�.B 0/ need not be an isomorphism. For example,
suppose that B is a refinement of T n corresponding to subdividing Rn into a the toric
fan of a nonsingular toric manifold. Then H�.B/ is isomorphic to the cohomology of
the corresponding toric manifold dBe. Further subdividing this toric fan will produce
a toric manifold with higher dimensional cohomology.
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Suppose now that we have a map f W C !B where C is a complete oriented exploded
manifold and Poincaré duality holds for B . Then there exists some closed form
� 2��c .B/ such that for all ˛ 2��.B/,Z

C

f �˛ D

Z
B

˛^ �:

This form � may be unsatisfactory for the following reason: the fiber product of f
with any refinement B 0!B gives a refined map f 0W C 0!B 0 . Ideally, the pullback
of � to B 0 will then be the Poincaré dual to f 0 , but this may not be the case because
there may be classes in H�.B 0/ which are not pulled back from classes in H�.B/.

Lemma 8.1 Let A , B and C be oriented exploded manifolds. Suppose that C is
complete and f W C !B is a C1;1 map such that

Tf W ZTxC ! ZTf .x/B

is surjective. Then given any neighborhood N of f .C / � B , there exists a closed
form � 2��c .B/, supported in N and Poincaré dual to f in the sense thatZ

B

˛^ � D

Z
C

f �˛ for all closed ˛ 2��.B/:

Suppose that gW A! B is any complete C1;1 map transverse to f . Then g�� is
Poincaré dual to the map f 0 in

A g�f C C

A B

g0

f 0 f

g

in the sense thatZ
A

˛^g�� D

Z
Ag�fC

f 0�˛ for all closed ˛ 2��.A/:

Proof Extend f to a submersion hW C � Rn ! B satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 6.1. (Here h extends f in the sense that h.p; 0/ D f .p/.) Choose a
compactly supported form �0 on Rn that integrates to 1, consider this form �0 as a
form on C �Rn , then integrate along the fibers of h to obtain

� WD h!�0 2�
�
c .B/:

This form � represents the Poincaré dual of f . In particular, suppose that ˛ 2��.B/
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is closed. Then our adaptation of Stokes’ theorem, Theorem 3.4, implies thatZ
C�x�C�Rn

h�˛ D

Z
C�0

h�˛ D

Z
C

f �˛:

Therefore, Z
B

˛^ h!�0 D

Z
C�Rn

h�˛^ �0 D

Z
C

f �˛:

So � D h!�0 is Poincaré dual to f . By choosing �0 supported close to 0 2 Rn we
may arrange that � is supported close to the image of f .

Given our complete map g transverse to f , we may now consider this fiber product:

A g�h .C �Rn/ C �Rn

A B

g0

h0 h

g

Applying Lemma 7.3 gives

g�� D g�.h!.�0//D h0!.g
0�.�0//;

so Z
A

˛^g�� D

Z
Ag�h.C�Rn/

h0�˛^g0�.�0/:

Define the map r W Œ0; 1��C �Rn!B by

r.t;p;x/D h.p;xt/:

As f .p/D h.p; 0/ and f and h are transverse to g , our new map r is also transverse
to g , so we may take the following fiber product:

A g�r .Œ0; 1��C �Rn/ Œ0; 1��C �Rn

A B

Og0

r 0 r

g

As g is complete, Og0 is also complete, so Og0��0 is completely supported. We may now
apply Stokes’ theorem. Our map r restricted to t D 1 is h, and restricted to t D 0 is

r.0;p;x/D f .p/:

Associativity of fiber products implies that the corresponding boundary of A g�r

.Œ0; 1��C �Rn/ is equal to .A g�f C /�Rn . ThenZ
Ag�h.C�Rn/

h0�˛^g0��0 D

Z
.Ag�fC /�Rn

f 0�˛^ �0;
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where in the above, f 0�˛ and �0 indicate the pullbacks of the corresponding forms
on A g�f C and Rn respectively. Therefore,Z

A

˛^g�� D

Z
.Ag�fC /�Rn

f 0�˛^ �0 D

Z
Ag�fC

f 0�˛;

as required.

Example 8.2 (intersection of submanifolds and Poincaré duality) Suppose that A

and C are complete exploded manifolds and oriented submanifolds of the oriented
exploded manifold B in the sense that they can be locally described as the inverse
image of a regular value of some Rn–valued C1;1 function. Then we may use the
construction of Lemma 8.1 to construct Poincaré duals �A and �C to A and C . If A

and C are transverse, then Lemma 8.1 implies that the �C restricted to A is Poincaré
dual to A\C �A .

Therefore, Z
A\C

˛ D

Z
A

˛^ �C D

Z
B

˛^ �C ^ �A;

and the Poincaré dual to A\C is �C ^�A . So, with our sign convention, intersection
products correspond under Poincaré duality to wedge products with the order reversed.

Be warned that if A and C are not submanifolds in the above sense, the above
formula may not hold. For example, let B be a refinement of T 2 corresponding
to dividing R2 into the standard quadrants, and consider A WD fQz1 D Qz2g � B and
C WD f. Qz1C Qz2C 1t1/ 2 0tRg �B . Note that for any � 2��.B/,Z

C

� D

Z
C 0
�;

where C 0 WD fQz1 D�Qz2g. This is because � must vanish out where C and C 0 differ.
Therefore, the Poincaré duals of C and C 0 are the same, so if the usual relationship
between intersections and wedge products held, the Poincaré dual of A\C should
be equal to the Poincaré dual of A\C 0 . But A\C is a single point and A\C 0 is
empty.

The solution to this problem is to allow a more flexible class of differential forms called
refined forms.
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9 Refined cohomology

Definition 9.1 A refined form � 2 r��.B/ is a choice of �p 2
V

T �p .B/ for all p2B

such that given any point p 2 B , there exists an open neighborhood U of p and a
complete, surjective, equidimensional submersion

r W U 0! U

such that there is a form � 0 2��.U 0/ pulling back � in the sense that if v is any vector
on U 0 such that dr.v/ is a vector based at p , then

� 0.v/D �p.dr.v//:

A refined form � 2 r��.B/ is completely supported if there exists some complete
subset V of an exploded manifold C with a map C !B such that �p D 0 for all p

outside the image of V . Use the notation r��c for completely supported refined forms.

Denote the homology of .r��.B/; d/ by rH�.B/ and .r��c .B/; d/ by rH�c .B/.

In Theorem 9.2 we shall show that refined forms push forward along oriented submer-
sions, removing the condition on integral vectors from Theorem 6.1. This allows us
to show in Lemma 9.5 that the Poincaré dual to any oriented map from a complete
exploded manifold exists as a refined differential form, and that the familiar relationship
between fiber products of maps and wedge products of these Poincaré duals holds. In
fact, refined cohomology is minimal extension of H� with pushforwards and Poincaré
duality compatible with fiber products.

For defining the refined cohomology above, it should be obvious that

d W r�k.B/! r�kC1.B/

is well defined and d2 D 0. Less immediate is the fact that r��.B/ is closed under
addition and wedge products. If �1 and �2 are refined forms, then any point p has a
neighborhood U with complete, surjective, equidimensional submersions

ri W U
0
i ! U

such that r�i �i 2 �
�.U 0i /. Taking the fiber product of r1 with r2 gives a complete,

surjective, equidimensional submersion

r 0W U1 r1
�r2

U2! U

such that r 0��i 2�
�.U1 r1

�r2
U2/. Therefore, �1C �2 and �1 ^ �2 are in r��.B/.
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The existence of partitions of unity combined with Lemma 3.3 implies that the integral
of � 2 r��c .B/ over B is finite and well defined. In particular if �� is supported in U

and the map r W U 0! U has degree m, thenZ
U

�� WD
1

m

Z
U 0

r���:

Note also that given any C1;1 map f W A!B , there is a linear chain map

f �W r��.B/! r��.A/

defined as usual so that

.f ��/p.v/ WD �f .p/.Tf .v//:

To see that f �� is actually in r��.A/, let r W U 0!U be a complete, equidimensional
submersion onto a neighborhood of f .p/ such that r�� 2��.U 0/. Then taking the
fiber product of r W U 0!B with f gives a complete equidimensional submersion onto
a neighborhood of p so that the pullback of f �� is in �� , and thus f �� 2��.A/.

Our version of Stokes’ theorem also extends to refined forms in r��c .B/. If B is a
complete exploded manifold, the integration pairing on rH�.B/ is nondegenerate, but
as rH�.B/ is in general infinite-dimensional, this does not imply Poincaré duality.

Theorem 9.2 Given any submersion f W B!C between oriented exploded manifolds,
there exists a linear chain map

f!W
r��c .B/!

r��c .C /

uniquely determined by the property thatZ
C

˛^f!ˇ D

Z
B

.f �˛/^ˇ

for all ˇ 2 r��c .B/ and ˛ 2 r��.C /.

Proof Given any point p 2 C , we may take a refinement of a neighborhood of p

so that the inverse image of p in the refined neighborhood is contained in a stratum
which is a smooth manifold. As a smooth form on a manifold is determined by its
integral against compactly supported forms, f!ˇ around p is uniquely determined
by the property

R
C ˛^f!ˇ D

R
B .f

�˛/^ˇ . As the right-hand side of this equation
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is linear in ˇ , it follows that f! is linear if it exists. Stokes’ theorem implies that
if ˛ 2 r�k.C /, thenZ

C

˛^df!ˇ D .�1/kC1

Z
C

.d˛/^f!ˇ D .�1/kC1

Z
B

.df �˛/^ˇ D

Z
B

.f �˛/^dˇ:

So if f! exists, it is a linear chain map. Using a partition of unity, we may restrict to
the case that f is a map between coordinate charts U and V and ˇ pulls back to a
form in ��c .U

0/. Then, using a partition of unity on U 0 , we may restrict to the case
that ˇ is supported in a single coordinate chart of U 0 . By relabeling we do not lose
generality by assuming that ˇ is supported in a single coordinate chart U .

The tropical part of U and V are polytopes U and V . There exists a coordinate
chart V 0 with a complete equidimensional submersion V 0! V such that the image of
integral vectors from U in V is always a full sublattice of the image of integral vectors
from V 0 . (The tropical part of V 0 is V with a different integral-affine structure.)
Then we may choose a refinement V 00! V corresponding to a subdivision of V so
that f .U / is a polytope in this subdivision. Suppose that ˛ 2 r��V pulls back to
a C1;1 form on some V 000 ! V . Then let OV be the fiber product over V of V 0

with V 00 and V 000 , and let r W OU !U be the fiber product of OV ! V with f W U ! V .

Then Of W OU ! OV is a submersion which also is surjective on integral vectors. Therefore,
Theorem 6.1 implies that there is a linear chain map Of!W �

�
c .
OU /!��c .

OV / such thatZ
OV

˛^ Of!.r
�ˇ/D

Z
OU

. Of �˛/^ r�ˇ

for all ˛ 2��. OV / and ˇ 2��c .U /. Considering f!ˇ as a refined form in r��c .B/,
we have our map f! . As OU ! U has the same degree as OV ! V , the above formula
implies that Z

V

˛^f!ˇ D

Z
U

.f �˛/^ˇ:

Lemma 7.3 implies that this map f! is independent of further refinement of OV and OU , so
f!ˇ depends only on ˇ as an element of r��c .U /, not on ˇ as an element of ��c . OU /.

Lemma 9.3 Suppose that A , B and C are oriented exploded manifolds, f W A!B

is a submersion, and gW C !B is a C1;1 map.
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Consider the following commutative diagram involving the fiber product of g and f :

C g�f A C

A B

f 0

g0 g

f

Then f 0
!

also exists, and the following diagram is commutative:

r��c .C g�f A/ r��c .C /

.g0�/�1.r��c .C g�f A//� r��c .A/
r��c .B/

f 0
!

g0�

f!

g�

Proof This lemma has the same proof as Lemma 7.3, except Theorem 9.2 is used
instead of Theorem 6.1.

Remark 9.4 For any submersion f W A!B between oriented exploded manifolds,
giving A and B the opposite orientations results in the same f! . (One way to see
this from Lemma 9.3 is to set C to be B with the opposite orientation.) It fol-
lows that f! only depends on the choice of relative orientation of f . (For a given
map f W A!B , a relative orientation is a homotopy class of nonvanishing sections
of
Vtop

.TA˝f �TB/.)

In the case of a relatively oriented submersion f W A!C , where C is not necessarily
oriented, Lemma 9.3 implies that we may define f!W

r��c A! r��c C to be the unique
linear chain map satisfying the property that given any map gW B!C from an oriented
exploded manifold B , the diagram

r��c .C g�f A/ r��c .C /

.g0�/�1.r��c .C g�f A//� r��c .A/
r��c .B/

f 0
!

g0�

f!

g�

commutes, where f 0
!

is defined by Theorem 9.2 because the relative orientation of f
induces a relative orientation of f 0 , which together with the orientation of B gives an
orientation for .C g�f A/.

Even though the perfect pairing version of Poincaré duality does not necessarily hold
for rH�.B/, the following lemma gives an analogue of the Poincaré dual of a map
from a complete manifold.
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Lemma 9.5 Suppose that C is a complete oriented exploded manifold and f W C!B

is a C1;1 map to an oriented exploded manifold B . Then given any metric on B

and distance r , there exists a closed form � 2 r��c .B/ supported within a radius r

of f .C / which is Poincaré dual to f in the sense thatZ
B

˛^ � D

Z
C

f �˛ for all closed ˛ 2 r��.B/:

Suppose that A is oriented and gW A!B is any complete C1;1 map transverse to f .
Then g�� is Poincaré dual to the map f 0 in

A g�f C C

A B

f 0

g0

f

g

in the sense thatZ
A

˛^g�� D

Z
Ag�fC

f 0�˛ for all closed ˛ 2 r��.A/:

Proof The proof of this lemma is identical to the proof of Lemma 8.1, except
Theorem 9.2 is used in the place of Theorem 6.1, and Lemma 9.3 is used instead
of Lemma 7.3.

10 Partitions of unity and good covers

Throughout this paper, we are assuming that our exploded manifolds considered as
topological spaces are second countable. The following lemma constructs a partition
of unity subordinate to a given open cover of an exploded manifold.

Lemma 10.1 Given any open cover fU˛g of an exploded manifold B , there exists a
partition of unity subordinate to fU˛g.

Proof Any (second countable) exploded manifold has an exhaustion by compact
subsets Ki such that Ki�1 is contained in the interior of Ki . This fact follows from
the observation that it holds for Rn � T m

P , and any (second countable) exploded
manifold has a countable cover by open subsets isomorphic to Rn �T m

P .

A second ingredient needed for construction of partitions of unity is the existence of
bump functions. There exists a smooth function with compact support which is positive
on any given compact subset of Rn �T m

P . Given any point p in an open subset U of
an exploded manifold, Lemma 6.10 of [3] states that there exists an open neighborhood
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of p contained inside U which is isomorphic to Rn �T m
P . Therefore, there exists a

smooth nonnegative function which is positive at p and which has support compactly
contained inside U .

We may now construct partitions of unity as usual. Let fU˛g be any open cover
of B . For each point p in Ki nKi�1 , choose a nonnegative bump function �p which
is positive at p and which has compact support contained inside KiC1 nKi�1 and
some U˛ . The sets f�p > 0g form an open cover of B which has a locally finite
subcover f�pi

> 0giD1;::: . Then
P

i �pi
is smooth and positive, so we may divide our

functions �pi
by this sum to obtain the required partition of unity.

Lemma 10.2 Any compact exploded manifold B has a finite good cover fUig in the
sense that the intersection of any number of these Ui is either empty or isomorphic
to Rn �T m

P .

Proof One way to prove that a manifold M has good cover is to choose a connection
and then construct a cover of M by geodesically convex open sets. This proof does
not immediately generalize to exploded manifolds, because geodesically convex open
neighborhoods of points in strata with nonzero tropical dimension do not exist. In this
proof, we shall first choose a nice “equivariant” set of coordinate charts, construct a
connection r compatible with these coordinate charts, construct functions which are
convex with respect to r , then use these convex functions to construct an open cover
satisfying a convexity condition strong enough to prove that it is a good cover.

It was shown in [5] that any exploded manifold has a cover by equivariant coordinate
charts isomorphic to open subsets of Rn�T m

P . (This was proved for smooth exploded
manifolds in Lemma A3 of [5]. The same proof works for C1;1 exploded manifolds:
the only modification necessary is that C1;1 coordinate charts and vector fields should
be used in place of smooth coordinate charts and vector fields in the proof of Lemma A3.)
Using equivariant coordinate charts means that each transition map or its inverse is in
the form of a map

(5) .x; Qz/ 7! .f .x/;g1.x/ Qz
˛1

; : : : ;gn.x/ Qz
˛n

/:

In particular, transition maps of the above type send the lattice of vector fields N gen-
erated by the real and imaginary parts of Qzi.@=@ Qzi/ to a sublattice of the corresponding
lattice in the target. Note that the coordinate charts with more structure are those with
higher dimensional tropical part, so these equivariant transition maps never decrease
the dimension of the tropical part. We shall assume that we have a finite number of
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coordinate charts and that if two coordinate charts intersect, the tropical part of one of the
coordinate charts is a face of the other coordinate chart. (Recall that the closure of any
stratum is a face — the above statement does not assume that it is a codimension-1 face!)

By using a partition of unity and reducing the size of our equivariant coordinate charts
where necessary, we can choose a connection r on TB so that in our coordinate charts,
for any vector w in the lattice of vector fields N generated by the real and imaginary
parts of Qzi.@=@ Qzi/,

rw DLw and rw D 0:

To achieve the above, proceed as follows: in each coordinate chart, the standard flat
connection obeys the above conditions. Choose a finite partition of unity consisting
of bump functions compactly supported inside our equivariant coordinate charts, and
average these flat connections using this partition of unity. Now reduce the size of
coordinate charts so that the above condition holds, starting with the coordinate charts
of the highest tropical dimension. Because our coordinate changes are equivariant,
on the open subset of any of our coordinate charts which is the complement of the
support of all bump functions supported inside charts with lower tropical dimension,
the averaged connection obeys the above conditions. We can safely reduce the size of
our coordinate chart to this open set because the complement is covered by charts with
lower dimensional tropical part.

Our connection r on (an open subset of) Rn � T m
P defines a connection r 0 on an

open subset of Rn follows: Let x denote the projection to Rn , and let Qv indicate any
lift of a vector field v from Rn to Rn �T m

Pı such that T x. Qv/D v . Then define

r
0
v1
v2 WD T x.rQv1

Qv2/:

Note that every smooth vector field on Rn �T m
Pı is independent of T m

Pı as Pı is an
open polytope, so T x.rQv1

Qv2/ is indeed a vector field on Rn . Next we check that our
conditions on r ensure that this projected connection is well defined: Let xi be x

followed by projection of Rn onto the i th coordinate. If w is in the kernel of T x , then
rw.dxi. Qv//D0 if Qv is lifted. As such a w must be in the span of N , we have rwdxiD

0, and thus rw Qv is also in the kernel of T x . This implies that T x.rQv1
Qv2/ does not

depend on the choice of lift of v1 . The fact that rvwD 0 for any w 2N implies that if
we instead choose w in the kernel of T x (so w is a sum of smooth functions times vec-
tor fields in N ), then rvw will also be in the kernel of T x . It follows that T x.rQv1

Qv2/

does not depend on the choice of lift of v2 , and the connection r 0 is well defined.
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We shall now locally construct some convex functions. In one of our equivariant
coordinate charts, consider the function jxj2 . When it is small enough, this function is
(nonstrictly) convex in the sense that restricted to any r–geodesic, it has nonnegative
second derivative. In particular, if a geodesic has velocity v , then the second derivative
of jxj2 restricted to the geodesic is

rv.d jxj
2/.v/D 2

X
i

.dxi.v//
2
C 2xi.rvdxi/.v/:

Restricted to vectors in the subspace generated by .@=@xi/, the above quadratic form
is positive definite at x D 0, and therefore positive definite on this subspace for jxj
small enough. Let w be any vector field given by a sum of constants times the real
and imaginary parts of Qzi.@=@ Qzi/. Then

rvCw.d jxj
2/.w/DrvCw.d jxj

2.w//D 0:

Also, the fact that rw DLw implies that

rw.d jxj
2/D 0:

Therefore,

rvCw.d jxj
2/.vCw/Drv.d jxj

2/.v/:

As our quadratic form is positive definite on one subspace and independent of a
complimentary subspace, it is positive semidefinite.

Now construct a proper convex function on (a subset of) our coordinate chart Rn�T m
P .

Choose some basis f�˛ WD dta Qz˛eg of smooth monomials on T m
P , and consider the

function

(6) f WD
X
˛

j�2
˛j:

Restricted to geodesics in the directions spanned by N , this function is (nonstrictly) con-
vex, as verified by the following calculation: If wi indicates the real part of Qz�1

i d Qzi.w/,
then

rw.df /.w/D
X
˛;i

4j�˛j
2˛2

i w
2
i :

For x small, jxj2 is strictly convex on the complementary subspace to N spanned
by @=@xi . Therefore, if we choose � large enough, f C�jxj2 will be convex when
it is at most 1.
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Claim 10.3 There exists a finite cover of B by open subsets Ui of our coordinate
charts given by

Ui WD fgi < 1g �Rn
�T

m
P ;

where
gi W R

n
�T

m
P ! Œ0;1/

is proper and (nonstrictly) convex on the subset

2Ui WD fgi < 2g �Rn
�T

m
P ;

such that every intersection U of a finite number of these coordinate charts satisfies
the following two convexity assumptions:

(i) The projection U 0 of U \Rn � T m
Pı to Rn is geodesically convex using the

connection r 0 .

(ii) U is defined by some finite number of inequalities gi < 1, where each gi is a
finite sum of positive functions on U 0 times the square absolute values of smooth
monomial functions, and gi is proper restricted to each T m

P fiber of U 0 �T m
P .

We shall prove, in Claim 10.5 below, that the above two convexity conditions imply
that U is isomorphic to Rn�T m

P . Condition (i) will allow us to choose an isomorphism
of U 0 with Rn , and condition (ii) will allow us to stretch U in the T m

P direction to give
an isomorphism with U 0 �T m

P . One important aspect of condition (ii) is encapsulated
in the following observation:

Remark 10.4 Let  W U1!U2 be an equivariant map between coordinate charts such
that  is an inclusion of U1 as a face of U2 . If � is a smooth monomial function on U2 ,

j�j2 ı 

may be written as the square absolute value of some monomial function on U1 times
(the pullback to U1 of) a smooth positive function on U 0

1
, and if x is (the pullback

to U2 of) a smooth positive function on U 0
2

, then

x ı 

is also the pullback to U1 of a smooth positive function on U 0
1

.

Remark 10.4 follows directly from the fact that our equivariant map  may be written
in the form of (5).

Now we choose a function g satisfying the conditions of the gi from Claim 10.3.
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Setting g to be a large enough multiple of f C �jx � pj2 gives an open subset
U WD fg < 1g satisfying the above convexity conditions: condition (ii) is obviously
satisfied, and condition (i) is satisfied for g a large enough multiple of f C�jx�pj2

because f C �jx � pj2 restricted to U 0 is the convex function �jx � pj2 . Within
any coordinate chart isomorphic to an open subset of Rn � T m

P , we may therefore
cover an open neighborhood of this chart intersected with Rn�T m

Pı with open subsets
individually satisfying the convexity conditions of Claim 10.3.

Suppose we have a finite cover of all strata of tropical dimension greater than k by
sets Ui defined by functions gi satisfying the convexity conditions of Claim 10.3. We
shall extend this cover to a cover of all strata of tropical dimension greater than or equal
to k while still satisfying the convexity conditions of Claim 10.3, proving Claim 10.3.

Choose a cover of the strata of tropical dimension k using coordinate charts with tropical
dimension k so that each of these coordinate charts includes in an old coordinate chart
via an equivariant map. We may now cover the strata of dimension k by open sets U

coming from functions g defined in these new coordinate charts and satisfying the above
convexity conditions, and satisfying the extra condition that if U intersects a member Ui

of our previously constructed finite good cover, then U is contained entirely inside 2Ui .
This new collection of open sets together with our old cover is an open cover of the set
of strata of dimension at least k , which is compact, so we can choose a finite subcover.
It remains to prove that this subcover satisfies the convexity conditions of Claim 10.3.

The intersection of a finite number of these new sets U satisfying the two convexity
conditions of Claim 10.3 clearly still satisfies these convexity conditions, because all
transition maps and their inverses are equivariant. Intersection with some of the previ-
ously constructed Ui then corresponds to restricting to a subset where the functions gi

are less than 1. Restricting a geodesically convex set to a set where a (nonstrictly)
convex function is less than 1 gives a geodesically convex set, so this intersection
obeys convexity condition (i). (We required U � 2Ui so that gi would be defined and
convex on all of U .)

The condition that the transition map between the coordinate chart U and the coordinate
chart where gi satisfies condition (ii) is equivariant, and the fact that the tropical part
of U is some face of this coordinate chart implies that we can use Remark 10.4 to see
that gi in the coordinate chart Rn�T k

P containing U is some sum of positive functions
of Rn times the square absolute values of smooth monomial functions. Therefore
convexity condition (ii) also holds for any intersection of our sets U .
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We may continue covering strata of lower tropical dimension until a finite cover of B

satisfying Claim 10.3 has been constructed.

Claim 10.5 If U �Rn �T k
P satisfies convexity conditions (i) and (ii) of Claim 10.3,

then U is isomorphic to Rn �T k
P .

To prove Claim 10.5, note that the set U 0 defined by U \Rn �T k
Pı D U 0 �T k

Pı is
geodesically convex and open, and therefore diffeomorphic to Rn . We can therefore
reduce to the case that U 0 DRn .

Recall that U is equal to the set where gi < 1 for some finite number of functions gi

which are sums of positive functions on Rn times square absolute values of monomial
functions. Suppose that gi D gC y , where g and y are nonnegative and y is (the
pullback of) a function on Rn . We may replace such a gi by g.1�y/�1 . Therefore,
we may assume that these gi are a sum of positive functions times the square absolute
values of nonconstant monomial functions. Choose a diffeomorphism �W Œ0; 1/! Œ0;1/

so that close to 0, we have �.x/D x . The function

G WD
X

i

� ıgi

is smooth and proper on each T m
P fiber of U . In what follows, we shall use G to

define a complete vector field v on U whose (negative time) flow eventually sends
each point of U into an arbitrarily small neighborhood of U 0�T k

Pı where G is small.
We shall also define an analogous complete vector field v0 on Rn � T m

P , so that v0

agrees with v when G is small. Then we shall define an isomorphism U !Rn �T m
P

by a map locally defined by flowing v for some time �T so that G becomes small,
then flowing back out for time T using v0 .

Note that at each point of T m
P , there is a vector v such that for all smooth monomials � ,

vj�j2 is positive if � is nonzero. Therefore, vG > 0 if G ¤ 0. Therefore, if rG

indicates the gradient of G in the T m
P direction using the standard flat metric, then rG

is nonzero whenever G is nonzero. Let v be a smooth vector field on U such that

� v is in the kernel of the projection U !Rn ,

� 0� vG � 1, and

� vG > 0 when G > 0.

This vector field v is complete on U and for any point p 2 U and � > 0, there exists
some time T such that G.ˆ�tv.p// < � for all t > T .
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We shall now define an analogous vector field v0 on Rn �T m
P . Let

G0 WD
X

i

gi :

When G is small, G D G0 D
P

i gi . Note that G0 is proper restricted to T m
P fibers

of Rn �T m
P and jrG0j> 0 whenever G0 > 0. We can therefore choose some smooth

vector field v0 so that

� v0 D v on a neighborhood of T m
Pı ,

� v0 is in the kernel of the projection to Rn ,

� v0G0 > 0 wherever G0 > 0, and

� v0G0 � 1.

Consider the map U !Rn �T m
P given by the limit as t !1 of

ˆtv0 ıˆ�tv;

the flow for time �t of v followed by the flow for time t of v0 . Note that v0 and v
agree in a neighborhood of Rn �T m

Pı and ˆ�tv eventually brings any point into this
neighborhood. Therefore, around any point, this limit is simply given by ˆtv0 ıˆ�tv

for some large t . It follows that this map is smooth. It is also obviously invertible,
as ˆ�tv0 also eventually brings each point into a neighborhood of Rn�T m

Pı . It follows
that U is isomorphic to Rn �T m

P , and we have completed the proof of Claim 10.5,
and therefore the proof of our lemma.

11 Cohomology does not change in connected families

Consider a family of exploded manifolds over R. Any such family is trivial, so the
cohomology of different fibers may be identified. This identification does not depend
on the choice of trivialization, so it is canonical. Similarly, for any family of exploded
manifolds over an exploded manifold F , given any two points p1;p2 in F , and a
smooth path  W Œ0; 1�!F from p1 to p2 , there is an identification of the cohomology
of the fiber over p1 with the fiber over p2 . This identification only depends on the
isotopy class of  . Of course, even if F is connected, if p1 and p2 have different
image in F , there will be no such path.

On the other hand, consider a family of exploded manifolds over T m
P where the

polytope P is open. A differential form on some fiber B of this family may be
regarded as some section of d

V
T �Be over dBe. The smooth part of any fiber of
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this family is canonically isomorphic to dBe, and the smooth part of the cotangent
space of every fiber is canonically isomorphic to dT �Be, therefore there is a canonical
identification of differential forms on any fiber of our family with differential forms
on dBe. This canonical identification preserves exterior differentiation, wedge products
and integration, and gives a canonical identification of the cohomology of every fiber
of our family.

Here is a surprising observation: given a path  between two points in T m
P , the

identification of cohomology from  will sometimes be different from the canonical
identification coming from identifying the smooth parts of every fiber; these two
different identifications will always agree if  is a path that only travels in the directions
spanned by integral vectors, but these identifications will often be different if the integral
of the imaginary part of Qz�1

i d Qzi does not vanish on  .

We shall take the view that the identification of cohomology coming from a path is the
“correct” identification. To identify the cohomology of two fibers with different tropical
parts, we shall need the following notion of a long path.

Definition 11.1 (long path) Let X be some refinement of T . Consider X as a
C1;1 exploded manifold.

Recall from Section 3 of [3] that any subset of X inherits the structure of an abstract
exploded space. A long line L is an abstract exploded space isomorphic to the subset
of X given by

L WD fQz 2 .0;1/tR �C�tRg �X ;

where Qz is the standard coordinate on T pulled back to X . The ends of L are the con-
nected components of L intersected with the strata of X with unbounded tropical part.

A long path in an exploded manifold B is a morphism

 W L!B

of abstract exploded spaces such that  is constant on a neighborhood of the ends of L.

Expanding this definition a little, L is locally isomorphic either to R or a subset of T 1
I

defined by Qz 2 .0;1/tR . Our long path  will be an ordinary smooth path in B

where L is isomorphic to R, and on the other coordinate charts it can be given by
specifying a C1;1 map O W T 1

I !B , and restricting to the subset where Qz 2 .0;1/tR .
There is a long path joining any two points in a connected exploded manifold.

A long line L is a type of exploded space which can be regarded as a C1;1 version of
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an exploded fibration, defined in [2]. Given a family OB !B0 of exploded manifolds
and a long path  in B0 , the pullback  � OB of this family is a nice exploded space on
which differential forms may be defined:

 � OB OB

L B0


Where L is isomorphic to R, the pullback  � OB is isomorphic to a family of ex-
ploded manifolds over R so differential forms can be defined as usual. Where L

is isomorphic to the subset of T 1
I given by Qz 2 .0;1/tR , the pullback  � OB is an

abstract exploded space isomorphic to the subset of some family O � OB ! T 1
I given

by restricting to Qz 2 .0;1/tR . As in Section 6 of [3], we can define the tangent sheaf
of  � OB as the sheaf of derivations on exploded functions. Where L is isomorphic
to fQz 2 .0;1/tRg � T 1

I , the tangent space T  � OB may be given by restricting the
tangent space of O � OB to  � OB � O � OB in the obvious way: here, T  � OB is the kernel
of the imaginary part of Qz�1dz within T O � OB j

� OB
. Integral vectors within T  � OB are

also defined as usual, and correspond to the restriction of integral vectors from T O � OB .

We can then define T � � OB as the dual vector bundle to T  � OB , and define differential
forms on  � OB as C1;1 sections of

V
T � � OB . Define ��. � OB/ to be the sheaf

of differential forms on  � OB that are in �� restricted to any fiber of  � OB ! L,
and that vanish on any integral vectors. Again, ��. � OB/ is as usual where L is
isomorphic to R, and where L is isomorphic to fQz 2 .0;1/tRg � T 1

I , the sheaf
��. � OB/ consists of differential forms that are locally equal to the restriction of forms
in ��. O � OB/ to  � OB � O � OB .

Proposition 11.2 Suppose OB !B0 is a family of exploded manifolds,  W L!B0

is a long path, and B is a fiber of OB !B0 over one of the ends of  . Then any closed
differential form � 2��B extends to a closed differential form O� 2��. � OB/.

We shall delay the slightly technical proof of Proposition 11.2 until after we have
defined our isomorphism between the cohomology of different fibers of a family of
exploded manifolds.

Definition 11.3 Suppose that OB!B0 is a family of exploded manifolds,  W L!B0

is a long path, and B and B 0 are the fibers of OB!B0 over the ends of  . Define a map

‰ W H
�.B/!H�.B 0/
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as follows: Choose a representative � 2��.B/ for a given cohomology class Œ� � 2
H�.B/. Extend � to a closed form O� 2 ��. � OB/, then let � 0 2 ��.B 0/ be the
restriction of O� to B 0 . Define ‰ .Œ� �/D Œ� 0� 2H�.B 0/.

The proposition below tells us that ‰ is an isomorphism. In order to use integration
along the fiber and Poincaré duality, we have added the assumption that OB !B0 is a
family of oriented exploded manifolds. This assumption may be easily removed by
using differential forms with coefficients twisted by the orientation bundle of the fibers.

Proposition 11.4 If OB ! B0 is a family of oriented exploded manifolds, then the
map ‰ W H�.B/ ! H�.B 0/ from Definition 11.3 does not depend on the choice
of � and O� 0 . Moreover, ‰ is a linear isomorphism that preserves wedge products and
integration.

Proof We shall begin with the following claim that tells us ‰ is compatible with
integration.

Claim 11.5 Suppose that the form O� 2 ��. � OB/ is closed. Then the integral of O�
over any two fibers of  � OB is equal.

To prove Claim 11.5, we may assume that O� has the correct degree to be integrated on
the fibers of  � OB . In regions where L is isomorphic to R, Theorem 6.1 implies that
the integral of O� along the fiber of the map  � OB!L is a constant function, so on such
regions, the integral of O� on fibers of  � OB is constant. To prove Claim 11.5, we need
only show that the same holds in regions where L is isomorphic to fQz2 .0;1/tRg�T 1

I .

On such a region,  is the restriction of some map O W T 1
I !B0 , and  � OB may be

regarded as a subset of the family of exploded manifolds � W O � OB! T 1
I . Theorem 6.1

tells us that integration along the fiber of � is well defined and commutes with exterior
differentiation. On this region, there exists a (not necessarily closed) differential form O� 0

defined on O � OB so that � is the restriction of O� 0 to  � OB � O � OB . The form O� 0 need
not be closed, but since O� is closed, d O� 0 restricted to  � OB � O � OB is 0.

Theorem 6.1 tells us �!. O�
0/ is a function defined on T 1

I and d�!. O�
0/D�!.d O�

0/. As d O� 0

vanishes on  � OB � O � OB , it follows that �!. O�
0/ is constant on fQz 2 .0;1/tRg�T 1

I . In
other words, the integral of O� over fibers of  � OB is constant. This completes the proof
of Claim 11.5. Note that Claim 11.5 implies that ‰ is compatible with integration.

We shall now show that ‰ is well defined by showing that it sends forms � that
are 0 in homology to forms that are 0 in homology. In order to use the version of
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Poincaré duality given in Theorem 5.1, we shall now assume that every map T !B

must be constant. (So long as B0 is connected, the same must hold for every fiber
of OB !B0 .) Suppose that O� 2��. � OB/ is closed and restricts to be 0 in H�.B/.
Then given any other closed form O� 0 2��. � OB/, the integral of O� ^ O� 0 over B must
be 0; therefore Claim 11.5 implies that the integral of O� ^ O� 0 over B 0 must also be 0.
Theorem 5.1 implies that if O� restricted to B 0 was not 0 in H�. OB/, then there would
exist a closed differential form � 0 2��.B 0/ such that the integral of O� ^� 0 over B 0 is
nonzero. Proposition 11.2 implies that such a � 0 extends to some closed O� 0 2��. � OB/.
Therefore O� restricts to be 0 in H�.B 0/ if and only if it restricts to be 0 in H�.B/.

We have shown under the assumption that all maps T!B are constant, ‰ W H�.B/!
H�.B 0/ is well defined independent of the choice of � and O� in Definition 11.3. In
the more general case that there are nonconstant maps T ! B , then OB ! B0 is
isomorphic to some T n bundle over some other bundle OB 0!B0 whose fibers do not
admit nonconstant maps from T . Any differential form in �� of a fiber of OB !B0

is equal to the pullback of a unique form on the corresponding fiber of OB 0 ! B0 .
Similarly, forms in  � OB are equal to the pullback of forms in  � OB 0 . Therefore, the
fact that ‰ W H�.B/!H�.B 0/ is well defined independent of the choice of � and O�
follows from the analogous fact for the family OB 0!B0 .

The fact that ‰ is well defined independent of choice of � and O� implies that it is
linear and preserves wedge products, because c1�1Cc2�2 extends to c1

O�1Cc2
O�2 , and

�1^�2 extends to O�1^
O�2 . Reversing the roles of B and B 0 gives an inverse to ‰ , so

it is a linear isomorphism that preserves wedge products and integration, as required.

The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proof of Proposition 11.2.

We must extend a closed differential form � 2 ��B to a closed differential form
O� 2��. � OB/, where B is the fiber of OB!B0 over an end of  W L!B0 . Because
 must be constant on a neighborhood of the ends of L, we may extend � to some
closed differential form O� 2��. � OB/ defined on a neighborhood of B .

We can continue to extend O� to the rest of  � OB using the following claim that will
take several pages to prove:

Claim 11.6 Suppose an open subset U of L is isomorphic to fQz 2 .0;1/tRg � T 1
I ,

where I � Œ0;1/ is some interval containing 0. Let O� be a closed differential form
in ��. � OB/ defined where j Qzj > 1. Then there exists a closed differential form
in ��. � OB/ defined on all of U that agrees with O� on the subset where j Qzj> 2.
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At this point, we shall use the notion of equivariant coordinate charts, defined and
constructed in Appendix A of [5]. The idea shall be to represent a given homology class
in a fiber of  � OB with a suitably equivariant differential form that extends uniquely as
an equivariant differential form on  � OB .

On our open subset,  is the restriction of a C1;1 map O W T 1
I ! B0 . Lemma A3

of [5] constructs equivariant coordinate charts for any smooth family of exploded
manifolds, however the same proof works to construct equivariant coordinate charts
for any C1;1 family of exploded manifolds. The only change required in the proof
is that C1;1 vector fields must be used in place of smooth vector fields. As in the
proof of Lemma A3, we may choose equivariant coordinate charts on O � OB so that
the projection to T 1

I is equivariant. (An alternate proof of the existence of equivariant
charts for C1;1 exploded manifolds is contained in the construction of normally rigid
structures given in [4].)

Given equivariant coordinate charts on O � OB , after shrinking our coordinate charts
appropriately, we may choose real functions dS on OB (designed to measure the distance
to strata S ) satisfying the following:

(i) dS is a nonnegative real function whose vanishing set is the closure of S .

(ii) On any of our coordinate charts intersecting S but not the boundary of S , if
our chart is (equivariantly) isomorphic to an open subset of Rn �T m

P , then

dS D

X
i

fi j�i j
2;

where
(a) each �i is a smooth monomial on T m

P , and
(b) fi is a nonnegative smooth function on Rn .

(iii) If such a coordinate chart intersects a stratum T , then on this coordinate chart,

dT D�T dS :

In other words, if dS D
P

i fi j�i j
2 , then dT is the corresponding sum in which

every monomial �i that does not vanish on T has been removed.

Such distance functions may be constructed starting with the strata with the largest
dimensional tropical part, then choosing the distance functions for the smaller strata
compatibly after shrinking coordinate charts a little. Once such distance functions are
chosen, there exist distances RS > 0 and an open covering of O � OB by a new collection
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of equivariant coordinate charts OU compatible with our old equivariant coordinate
charts, and satisfying the following conditions:

(i) Each OU that intersects the stratum S but not the boundary of S is equivariantly
isomorphic to an open subset of Rn �T m

P where dS < 2RS .

(ii) The subset where dS < 2RS is covered by charts that intersect S .

(iii) For any stratum T , the subset where dT > 0 is covered by charts that do not
intersect T .

(iv) If T ¤ S is in the closure of S , then RT >RS .

Choose some fiber B of  � OB over the subset of T 1
I where 1 > j Qzj > 0 and close

enough to the central stratum of T 1
I to be covered by the subsets where dS <RS=2

for strata S that project to the central stratum of T 1
I .

In the pages that follow, we shall show that we can replace a given closed differ-
ential form on B with a differential form that is equivariant where dS < RS=2

in the following sense: Suppose that OU is one of our charts intersecting S . Then
OU is equivariantly isomorphic to an open subset of Rn � T m

P . Suppose that the
stratum S corresponds to a k–dimensional stratum of P that is the interior of the
face of P defined by setting the last m � k coordinates on P � Rm equal to 0.
Consider the lattice IS of vector fields consisting of integer sums of the real parts
of fQz1.@=@z1/; : : : ; Qzk.@=@zk/g, and the corresponding lattice I 0

S
consisting of integer

sums of the imaginary parts of fQz1.@=@z1/; : : : ; Qzk.@=@zk/g. Any equivariant change
of coordinate charts intersecting S preserves these lattices IS and I 0

S
, so IS and I 0

S

are well-defined sheaves of vector fields on O � OB where dS < 2RS . The restriction U

of OU to B is an open subset of Rn0 � .C�/l �T m0

P 0 , and the restrictions of the vector
fields in IS and I 0

S
now include the real and imaginary part of zi.@=@zi/, where zi

indicates the coordinate on the i th C� .

Say that a differential form � is S–equivariant if Lv� D 0 for all v in IS [ I 0
S

and
iv� D 0 for all v 2 IS . We shall also use the weaker condition that � is I 0

S
–equivariant

if Lv� D 0 for all v 2 I 0
S

. Say that a function or a subset of a coordinate chart is
I 0

S
–invariant if it is preserved by the flow of vector fields in I 0

S
. In what follows, we

wish to replace a given closed differential form with an equivariant differential form
representing the same homology class. We shall do this by first replacing it with an
I 0

S
–equivariant form, then modifying this form to achieve S–equivariance.

Claim 11.7 Every cohomology class in H�B is represented by some closed form
� 2��.B/ that is I 0

S
–equivariant where dS <RS for all strata S of O � OB .
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Let U be some I 0
S

–invariant subset of B where I 0
S

makes sense, and on which the
sheaf I 0

S
is generated by global sections. Choose a basis fvlg for I 0

S
on U , then define

Kl.�/ WD
1

2�

Z 1

0

Z 2�

0

�ˆ�stvl
itvl

� ds dt;

where ˆstvl
indicates the flow of vl for time st . This flow is complete on U or any

I 0
S

–invariant subset, so Kl.�/ is well defined for � 2��.U /, and also makes sense
on any I 0

S
–invariant subset. Note that if on some I 0

S
–invariant subset, Lv� D 0 for

any v 2 I 0
S

, then LvKl� D 0 on this subset too. The following calculation shows
how Kl can be used to modify a given form to a vl–invariant form:

.dKl CKld/� D
1

2�

Z 1

0

Z 2�

0

�ˆ�stvl
Ltvl

� ds dt

D
1

2�

Z 2�

0

� �ˆ�tvl
� dt

D � �
1

2�

Z 2�

0

ˆ�tvl
� dt:

Choose an I 0
S

–invariant subset V of U , and an I 0
S

–invariant cut-off function � that
is 1 restricted to V , and has compact support within U . Then for any closed form
� 2��.U /, we may replace � withY

l

.1� d�Kl/�:

This modified form represents the same cohomology class, but is now I 0
S

–equivariant
on V . Furthermore if I 0

T
� I 0

S
, this new form remains I 0

T
–equivariant on any

I 0
S

–invariant subset on which � was already I 0
T

–equivariant. Condition (iii) on dT

implies that it is I 0
S

–invariant wherever I 0
S

makes sense. If � is already I 0
T

–equivariant
where dT <RT , for any collection of strata T not in the closure of S , we may cover
the region where dS <RS with I 0

S
–equivariant subsets V as above, and modify �

using the above procedure to a form that is I 0
S

–equivariant where dS <RS , and still
I 0

T
–equivariant where dT <RT . Claim 11.7 then follows by induction on the tropical

dimension of the strata involved.

Consider the charts OU satisfying the conditions enumerated on page 49. For each
such chart OU intersecting S but not any other strata in the closure of S , choose OU 0

to be a compactly contained open subset of OU where each T m
P

fiber is either empty
or the subset where dS <RS=2. Choose the charts OU 0 to still cover O � OB so that the
subset where dS <RS=2 is covered by charts OU 0 that intersect S . (The conditions
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enumerated for the charts OU ensure that this is possible.) Let U be the intersection
of OU with B and U 0 be the intersection of OU 0 with B .

Claim 11.8 Let Ui be one of our coordinate charts and let S be the stratum inter-
secting OUi with maximal tropical dimension. Let � be any closed differential form
in ��.Ui/ such that

� � is I 0
T

–equivariant wherever dT <RT and S is in the closure of T , and

� � is also T 0–equivariant where dT 0 <RT 0=2 whenever T 0¤S is in the closure
of S .

Then there exists a closed differential form � 0 2��.Ui/ representing the same coho-
mology class such that:

� � 0 is S–equivariant on U 0i � Ui .

� The support of � � � 0 within Ui is compact and contained in the set where
dS <RS .

� If � is already S–equivariant on Ui \ U 0j and OU 0j intersects S , then � 0 D �
on Ui \U 0j .

� � 0 is I 0
T

–equivariant where dT <RT and S is in the closure of T .

� � 0 is T –equivariant where dT <RT =2 and T ¤ S is in the closure of S .

We have that Ui is an open subset of Rn� .C�/k �T m
P . Define K0 to be the operator

that restricted to each T m
P fiber is the K from Equation (2) on page 10. Because

smooth monomials increase along flowlines of the vector field v from Equation (1)
used to define K , the negative time flow of v decreases dS , and condition (iii) on dT

implies that the negative time flow of v also decreases dT where dT < 2RT for
all other strata T . Therefore such a K0 is well defined on Ui , the subset of Ui

where dT <RT or RT =2, and also on Ui\U 0j so long as OUj intersects S . To see that
K0� is in ��.Ui/, note that the estimate (3) on page 11 now holds with the constant c

replaced by a continuous function, and the rest of the proof that K.�/ is in �� applies
to show that K0.�/ is in ��.Ui/. Because v commutes with the vector fields in I 0

S
,

the form K0.�/, like � , is I 0
S

–equivariant where dS < RS . Because v is in the
span of the vector fields IS , we have K0.�/ vanishing on the set Ui \U 0j whenever
� is S–equivariant on Ui \ U 0j (and OUj intersects S ). Similarly K0.�/ vanishes
where dT <RT =2 and T ¤ S is in the closure of S . Equation (4) on page 11 also
applies to K0 , giving that � � .K0d C dK0/� is independent of the T m

P coordinates.
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We also need to modify � to vanish in the directions given by multiplying the .C�/k

coordinates by real numbers. Let xl WD logjzl j, where zl is the l th coordinate on .C�/k .
Our distance function dS restricted to a .C�/k fiber is in the form

P
cj e2˛j �x ,

where cj are positive real numbers and ˛j are integral vectors whose positive span
contains Rk . In particular, on such a fiber, dS is a strictly convex function of x , whose
double derivative (in x) is always positive definite. In particular, this implies that dS

achieves a unique minimum on each .C�/k fiber, and that the position where this
minimum is achieved depends smoothly on the other Rn �T m

P coordinates. Let

Ht W Œ0; 1��Rn
� .C�/k �T

m
P !Rn

� .C�/k �T
m
P

be the homotopy that is the identity on the Rn, T m
P and angular .C�/k coordinates, that

is linear in the x coordinates, and that at t D 0 is the identity and at t D 1 sends the x

coordinate on each fiber to the unique value at which dS is minimized. Then define

K0� WD

Z 1

0

�H�t i@Ht=@t� dt:

Then

.dK0CK0d/� D

Z 1

0

�H�t L@Ht=@t� dt D � �H�1 �:

Note that @Ht=@t is in the span of the vector fields in IS . If OUj also intersects S , the
intersection of U 0j with a .C�/k fiber is either empty, or the subset where dT <RT =2

for some T in the closure of S . Condition (iii) on dT implies that restricted to such a
fiber, dT is equal to dS plus a constant therefore our homotopy sends Ui\U 0j into itself.
It follows that if OUj intersects S , and � is already S–equivariant on Ui \U 0j , then
K0.�/ vanishes on Ui \U 0j . Similarly, K0.�/ vanishes on the set where dT <RT =2

for any T ¤ S in the closure of S . As Ht sends the set where dS <RS inside itself,
the observation that @Ht=@t commutes with the vector fields in I 0

S
implies that K0.�/

is I 0
S

–equivariant where dS <RS .

Let � be some compactly supported, I 0
S

–invariant smooth function on Ui that is 1

on U 0i and 0 where dS �RS . Then for closed � , define

� 0 WD .1� d�K0/.1� d�K0/�:

This � 0 satisfies all the conditions required by Claim 11.8. In particular, it is S–
equivariant where � D 1, coincides with � where � D 0, also coincides with �

where dT < RT =2 and T ¤ S is in the closure of S , and on Ui \ U 0j if � was
already S–equivariant on U 0j and OUj intersects S . The form � 0 is also I 0

S
–equivariant
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where dS <RS . If the closure of T contains S , being I 0
S

–equivariant is stronger than
being I 0

T
–equivariant: � 0 is I 0

S
–equivariant where dS <RS and thus I 0

T
–equivariant

there, and where dS �RS , we have � 0 D � , so � 0 is I 0
T

–equivariant where � is.

Using Claim 11.7, we may represent any homology class in H�B by a differential
form that is I 0

T
–equivariant where dT < RT . Then starting with our coordinate

charts that have maximal tropical dimension, we may use Claim 11.8 to modify our
differential form to a differential form � that represents the same cohomology class, but
is T –equivariant where dT <RT =2. In particular, if S has the maximal dimension
of the strata that intersect OU , then � is S–equivariant on U 0 . Such a differential form
has a unique S–equivariant extension to the intersection of OU 0 with  � OB � O � OB .

In particular, we may sit OU 0 equivariantly inside Rn�T m
P so that the first coordinate Qz1

on T m
P is the projection to T 1

I . Let �i indicate the imaginary part of Qz�1
i d Qzi . Recall

that there is some open subset O �Rn such that OU 0 is the subset of O �T m
P where

dS < RS=2. The S–equivariant differential forms on OU 0 can be written uniquely
as
P
w�f1;:::;mg ˛w^

V
i2w�i , where ˛w is a form pulled back from O � Rn . The

chart U 0 corresponds to restricting OU 0 to where Qz1 is equal to some small real con-
stant. The subset of OU 0 in  � OB is the subset where Qz1 2 .0;1/t

R . Therefore the
kernel of the restriction of such S–equivariant forms to U 0 or the intersection of OU 0

with  � OB consists of those forms containing �1 . Accordingly, the S–equivariant
forms on both U 0 and the intersection of OU 0 with  � OB may be written uniquely
as
P
w�f2;:::;mg ˛w^

V
i2w�i , where ˛w is a form pulled back from O .

Let N indicate the subset of  � OB covered by the charts OU 0 whose projection contains
the central strata of T 1

I . We have shown that any closed form � 2 ��B that is S–
equivariant on B where dS <RS=2 extends uniquely to a closed form � 0 in ��N that
is S–equivariant where dS <RS=2. In particular, there exists a closed form � 0 2��N

that restricts to give a closed form in any chosen cohomology class in H�B . Our
neighborhood N contains all the fibers of the family  � OB in some neighborhood
of the central strata of T 1

I . As we may squish all of T 1
I into this neighborhood, it

follows that there exists a closed differential form defined on all of  � OB over T 1
I that

restricts to give any chosen cohomology class on the fiber over Qz D 2. Claim 11.6
follows: Given a closed differential form O� on  � OB defined over T 1

I where Qz > 1,
we can choose a closed differential form O� 0 defined on the subset of  � OB over T 1

I so
that the restriction of O� 0 to the fiber where Qz D 2 gives the same cohomology class
as the restriction of O� . As H�.B/DH�.B �R/, there exists a differential form ˛
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defined on  � OB such that where Qz< 1, we have O�� O� 0D d˛ . Choose a cutoff function
�W T 1

I ! Œ0; 1� that is 0 when j Qzj < 1 and 1 when j Qzj > 2. Then O� 0 � d�˛ is the
required extension of O� .

Claim 11.6 allows us to finish the proof of Proposition 11.2. As our family  � OB may
be trivialized in a neighborhood of an end of L, we may extend a closed differential
form defined on the fiber of  � OB at an end of L to a neighborhood of that end
of L. The rest of  � OB is covered by a finite number of coordinate charts on which
Claim 11.6 allows us to extend our closed differential form. Therefore, our given closed
differential form extends to a closed differential form on all of  � OB , as required by
Proposition 11.2.
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